ISSUED

C OU RIER - GAZETTE

Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

By The Courier-Gu.tt.., 465 Main St,
Entared a* Second Clue Mall Manor.

Established January, 1846.

The Courier-Gazette

county convention

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Knox County W. C. T. U.
Meets In Warren Church
Tomorrow.

DECORATION DAY
A Memorial Day For Our Loved Ones
ARTIFICIAL WREATHS, SPRAYS AND
BASKETS

| Buy Early and Get Your Choice
Carnations, Tulips, Roses, a few Snapdragons,
and Stocks, Bright Colored Geraniums
in Bloom, Choice Seedlings, Pansies
Will Blossom All Summer

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, May 26, 1925.
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Contentment Is natural wealth ; luxury artificial poverty.—Landor.
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We Have Them
Hope Man Suffers a $6000
Fire Loss, With No Insur
ance.

SILSBY’S
Rockland
TEL. 318-W

That many automobile owners carry
insurance that covers injuries to
others or damage to the property of
others, but if their own CAR IS
DAMAGED. THE POLICY DOES
NOT PAY A CENT!

DO
YOU

inunu}?
RNUW!

That you should carry insurance
PROTECTING YOUR OWN CAR.
because the other fellow very often
either will not or cannot pay for the
damage he does to your car.
That we have a SPECIAL FORM of
this insurance AT A VERY LOW
RATE, SOLD BY NO OTHER
COMPANY. THAT DOES NOT
REQUIRE YOU TO DEDUCT $50
or $100 FROM EVERY CLAIM.

THE "AMERICAN COMPANIES” ONLY AGENCY

|

will be in charge of the several ses
sions.
The program follows:
Morning session, (At 10)—Devo
tional service, Mrs. II. M. Purrington; address of welcome, Mrs. Emma
Wyllie; response, Mrs. Etta Fernald;
convention called to order; music;
roll call; minutes of last convention;
message from State president; greet
ings from County president; appoint
ment of committees on credentials
and courtesies; report of correspond
ing secretary; reports of county su
perintendents; reports upon efficien
cy standard; noontide prayer, Rev.
Ida Bradstreet.
Afternoon session, (at 1)—Meeting
of executive board; at 2, convention
called to order; devotional service:
report of executive meeting; litera
ture and periodicals; memorial serv
ice, tMrs. Hope Brewster; address,
Rev. Helen Hyde Carlson; solo, Mrs.
Carrie Butler; offering; introduc
tion of visitors; reports of treasurer
and auditor (hildren’s hour. Mr?.
.Mansfield Robinson; report of cre
dentials committee; election of offi
cers; report of resolution^ commit
tee; reading and approval of min
utes; benediction.
Evening session, (at 7.30)—Music
devotional service, Rev. H. M. Purington; solo, Mrs. Helen Wentworth;
address, Rev. Helen Hyde Carlson*
offering; music; benediction.
The convention will be conducted
on standard time. Visiting dele
gates are to take sandwiches only.

Miller B. Hobbs’ lumber and stave
mill in Hope was completely de
stroyed by fire Saturday forenoon,
the blaze evidently having its origin
from the gasoline toren arrangement
used in starting the engine.
Mr. Hobbs war. alone ar the time,
and without facilities for handling a
fire. Owing to the oily and inflam
mable nature of the structure Jt
burned like tinder, and Ihe neighbors
summoned by telephone could do
little else than look on helplessly.
The mill was built about six years
ago, and was equipped with a long
lumber saw, stave and heading ma
chines and other machinery. There
was some lumber in the mill. Mr.
Hobbs estimates his loss at $6000,
and had no insurance. Ill luck has
pursued him the past ten years, and
he has the deepest sympathy of all
who know.
The destruction of the mill is a
• • • ♦
great loss to the community as well
The whole world revolves about
as to Mr. Hobbs, for there is no the child. In the child’s tiny lingers,
other institution of the kind in that head and heart lies the weal or woe
locality.
of the future. He Is a bank devel
oping in strength and power with
the advancing years of his child
hood. What Is drawn from that
bank in tlie years that are to come
GLASS
' depends upon what is deposited
With Iron Holder
j there while he is still a child. We
CAST IRON AND TIN
cannot deposit carelessness, neglect
The last two painted in Dark j and indifference and expect in later
Green with Gold Striping on the i years dividends of knowledge, inIron. Holders for the Glass Vases ! tegrity and righteousness. Child
hood is the chief asset in the home,
finished in Dull Black,
in the community and in Christiai
civilization.—Marion Lawrence.

CEMETERY VASES

H. H. CRIE & CO.

HARDWARE
456 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
60-61

E. C. MORAN S CO.
General Agents
59-tf
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Money makes money—but only when at work

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
Resources 1923—$3,335,882.12
Resources 1924—$3,738,401.31

■yoU’Ll, be delighted with

Why is he so successful?

WARREN

They know that our Association
is safe.

UNION

CAMDEN

eaten

here.

in the style that will please

Every successful man knows
enough to stay inside his income.

You would be surprised If J'ou
knew how many successful men
have savings accounts here.'

VINALHAVEN

dinner

Food of proven purity served

IVe’ll tell you why.

He is smart enough to build up
a surplus that is later expressed
independence.

ROCKLAND

a

you.

Appetizing salads and

desserts that will cause you
to talk about us.
Get

acquainted

with

“Bill O’Fare

Newbert’s Cafeteria
Rockland’s Finest Eating Place

They know, also that to have
you must save.
1
You ought to know it, too.

“At Your Service”

-

ROCKLAND
LOAN & BUILDING

ASSOCIATION
64Ttf

S^At’th© Sign of
□rth
‘
1Nor
^ Nationa
l

1

When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

I

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

AN UNASKED-FOR RECEIPT
When paying bills by mail it is usually

nsetssary to request a receipt.

429

But how

much more convenient and safe it Is to pay

Come

us.

method.

in and open a checking account with
*

THEY GAVE
THEIR ALL

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Limited United States Depository
United States Depository for Postal Savings Funds.

Member of Federal Reserve Bank
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

We pause a moment tn
pay tribute to those men,
who fighting for their
country gave their all,
and we deem It a privi
lege to not only place
wreaths of flowers upon
their graves, but to revere
thdlr memory.

4% INTEREST PAID

on
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

“Mark Every wave”
A large stock of Cemetery Memorials in Marble or Foreign and
Native Granitee; ready to be lettered for your Cemetery Plot.
Write, call or phone and have them erected before Memorial Day.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Telephone Connection
T-tf
EAST UNION, MAINE

MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND

A strictly mutual savings
battle

by check, thereby eliminating all possible

disadvantages of the old receipt

START
SAVING NOW

lIIE

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month*.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50
In Exchinge For Your Old
Battery

Rockland
National
Bank

Dodge Battery $24.50
SEA~VIEW
BATTERY SERVICE

TUbf WlRfSEUH"
sSYilEfl
"

Tai. 837-W
689 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.
38-tf

THE LEGflON DRIVE

FIRE

What the World War Or
ganization Will Do Wilh
Its Endowment Fund.
What Is the object of tlie $5,000,000 endowment fund now being
I raised by the American Legion? Tho
1 question is a fair one, in view of tho
fact that the public’s assistance is
solicited, and the answer is easy.
From a booklet issued by tho
1 American
Legion, entitled “For
Those Who Gave the Mo3t” the fol
lowing is published:

♦ ♦ • •

The providin': of an American
home for the orphan of every man
who fell in the nation’s service is so
obviously right that it needs no dis
cussion.
These children are plainly
(SCENES FROM AN OLD PANORAMA—NO. 6)
entitled to the same chance in life
which they would have received had
[This Is one of a scries of 8 views of flu During
the period to which peraitcc advocate. So obnoxious their father not given his life to
west aide of Rockland's Maili street, madi
That is the very minifrom a panorama painted about 1850.
T’n these sketches relate it was kept did he prove to “wet” interests America.

Courier-Gazette invites ronininnh ations from
Its readers in connection therewith ]

by Elkanah Smith.
Still another of the old build
Crossing
Limeroek
street, ings shown on Limeroek street
which was thus named for obvi was occupied as a millinery shop
ous reasons, and which is said to by Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Hatch.
The Berry-Burkniar house is
have been a cow-path in its pri-j plainly shown, and the chimneys
naeval days, we find a series of just beyond it belonged to tlie
wooden buildings which present a Crowell Jones house.
striking contrast to the Everett
Back of this settlement was
L. Spear block which was erected
principally waste land, relieved
after the big fire of 1917.
And. speaking of contrasts,! here anil there by a few scatter
ing houses.
note the declevity as one walked
Back again onto Main street
northward toward the Brook. It
was quite a steep hill in those we find next to the Kimball gro
days, and the kids used to have a cery the boot and shoe store of
brave time there in winter with John T. Berry, 2d. Next in or
their double-runners. 'Die extent der were the saloon kept by
to which the gully was filled in James Merrow, the hardware
may he judged from the fact that building occupied by Joseph Furthere is today a very slight grade, bish’s hardware business, and
The building on the northern *'ie building erected by Joseph
corner of Limeroek street was Condon (grandfather of Judge
a grocery kept by Iddo K. Kim- L. R. Campbell) occupied by him
ball, overhead Iieing the law of- as grocer, and later by hranfice of John A. Meserve.
c*s kobh and^ G. A. Safford
We turn up Limeroek street and finally by Fred W. Wight, all
for the moment and come to a grocers. It, too, disappeared in
building in which an apothecary j the -1917 fire.
shop was kept by Dr. Goff ran.
; Over the Furbish store was
Next was a harness making es- printed the old Limeroek Gazette,
tablishment conducted by E. H.tthe yellowed but well-printed
and G. W. Cochran, who later ; tiles of which, with their sttccesfounded the insuranefe business sors, containing a history of
now known as Cochran, Baker & Rockland for So years past, are
Cross.
I still to he seen in the office of
Next is seen Rockland’s first The Courier-Gazette.
Postoffice building—almost op()ver the Cobb grocery lived
4/p,six the handsome structure of1 Arnold S. Richmond, who wms
which the city is today so proud. locally noted as a staunch tein♦ * » ♦

A CUSHING FIRE
G3
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Keep your account active with ample funds

Volume 80.................Number 63.

THREE CENTS A COPY

* » •

Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad
vance ; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
The 38th annual convention of
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In i the Knox County W. C. T. U. will
1816
In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. be held in the First Baptist church,
The Free Press was established In 1855, and Warren, tomorrow, i Miss Alena L.
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune, i
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897. . Young of Rockland is president, and

HOBBS’ MILL BURNED

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

MAIN

Tuesday
Issue

that somebody one day placed a mum- ”A home for every homeleM
child of a veteran" Is the liastH of
<e.g of powder at his door and The American Legion child welfare
sought to hasten his departure program.
into the next world. The powder
The constantly growing casualty
exploded in -the estimated num list, as men die by the thousand each
ber of seconds, hut to the chagrin year from wounds and disease In
of the plotters Arnold S. did not curred in the World War, accentuates
this need.
The accumulating dis
happen to be present. Consider covery of tliese children In alms
able damage was done to the houses, In unhappy and unlit homes
of distant relatives unable or unwill
building.
< hi the site of the Main street ing to give proper care, in the very
streets and alleys sometimes, has
buildings above described now wrung the heart of the Legion. It
stands the long Spear block occu Is determined that every homeless
pied in the order named by M. B. child of a veteran shall have a fair
& C. <). Berry’s grocery, W. A. and square chance at life, an honest,
American home; u proper edu
McLain's shoe istore, Willis I. happy
cation.
Ayer’s clothing store, Miller’s
While almost every home that has
shoe store, Chisholm Bros.’ candy been disrupted by war’s tragedies of
store, Rockland Rubber Co., I. fers a special problem, the child wel
L. Cross and A. T. Thruston’s fare plan of The American Legion
has certain definite bases of action.
electrical store.
x
Primarily, where one parent survives,
We leave our readers literally the effort Is to maintain the natural.
and figuratively O11 the bridge ( original home.
Where none surwhich spans the brook—scene in vlve», or surviving, none Is witling,
the olden days of many a sail-j competent or able to maintain a
home, there must be a home found
guinary feud, when the North- for the child. Preferably that home
etiders resented intrusion by the will be found by adoption Into tho
Southenders, and vice versa, family of a Legionnaire, a family
while those who were so unfortu carefully selected and tested as to
Its ability to bring up that child.
nate as to come under neither
The characteristics of the adopted
classification got it coming and home
must accord as well as possible
going.
with what the parents, if living, could
Dig down today and you will have given, or dying, would have ap
find the old granite hitching posts proved for their baby. Questions of
and sidewalk—a page out of financial ability, social, moral and re
ligious environment must be consid
Rockland's never-to-be-forgotten ered. The Legion, being wholly non
past.
sectarian, hopes that homes will bo
The seventh picture in this found where the religion will be that
series shows the section between to which the child might have been
attracted in its own natural home.
the bridge at The Brook and the It seeks, not perhaps wealthy fami
First Baptist church.
lies, but families which stand tho

WALDOBORO’S BIG DAY

Destroys One of Town’s Best
Relating How King Hiram Council Captured the Town On
Houses—Narrow Escape.
the Medomak and Made New Converts.
The large two-story residence on
the Pleasant Point road in Cushing,
known as the William II. Morse
place, and owned by Allen Camp
bell, a Brooklyn theatrical magnate,
was destroyed Sunday noon by fire
which caught from an incubator on
the platform.
The house was occupied the year
round by Mr. Campbell’s son, Allen,
who. had a narrow escape from per
ishing in the flaipes.
He had gone
into the upper rooms to save trunks
which contained valuables, and after
throwing them down stairs lie slipped
and fell.
Neighbors found him ly
ing unconsious nt tlie foot of the
stairway and dragged him out in tlie
nick of time.
Very little was saved from the
burning buildings. Loss about $6000;
some insurance.
GETTIGAN’S SENTENCE

J. Thomas Gettigan, convlctpd sev
eral months ago of manslaughter in
connection with the death by poison
ing of his aunt, Lizzie M. Cook, of
Kevere, must serve his sentence of
from 12 to 15 years in State Prison,
the full bench of the Supreme Court
having announced Ihe overruling of
his exceptions. Pending this decision,
Gettigan had been confined in Charles
street jail.

BRAND

NEW

THIRTY FOOT

CRUISER
FOR SALE
Would also make a very desirable
Lobster or Fish Boat

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.
MARINE

RAILWAYS

Agent for
THE RED WING MOTOR
BOAT BROKERS
36-tf Telephone 702-W

CHAS. P. DOW & CO.
/Vlember
Consolidated Stock Exchange
of Mew York

STOCKS .nd BONDS

Publishers of the

WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
which is sent free to
investors upon request

10 stATE STREET

BOSTON

One of the most important Masonic
events which has taken place in this
section of tlie State for several years
was the visit of King Hiram Council,
R. and S. M., to Waldoboro last Fri
day, and the conferring of tlie Coun
cil degrees upon a class of 45 can
didates.
Diligent workers on the Waldoboro
end had prepared a splendid welcome
for the invaders, who found that the
town had declared a holiday for tlie
occasion, with the townspeople re
solved* in to a committee of one to see
that tlie affair should he a success.
The town was decorated witli flags
and banners, and soon the streets
were tilled witli brethren of tlie Ma
sonic fraternity, easily distinguished
by their hatbands and badges. Dis
tant Gardiner sent a delegation of 25,
and Belfast, Brqnswick and Bath
sent goodly groups of Council Ma
sons to swell the attendance.
The
“invaders" found that tlie town was
theirs, without the necessity of th 
ing a shot, and befpre they took their
departure in the wee sma’ hours of
the following morning they had been
furnished many evidences that Wal
doboro hospitality is not only legen
dary but substantial.
Tlie early arrivals found tlie town’s
bandstand already in possession of
that highly esteemed musical organi
zation known as the Paragon Corpor
ation Band, which played the entire
afternoon.
Work began at 4 o’clock on tho
Royal and Select (Masters degrees,
operations being suspended at 6
o’clock in order that a short parade
might be given.
A former Rockfand boy, William G.
Labe, acted as marshal of the parade,
and Simeon M. Duncan was U. S.
flag-bearer.
Escort duty was per
formed by King Hiram Council’s
Band, under the leadership of Charles
L. Robinson.
This hand had given
a brief concert before the parade, and
throughout the day and evening was
the recipient of much praise.
Following the Council Band came
the Council Patrol, the officers of
King Hham Council, the candidates,
wearing paper caps to indicate that
they had been marked for the sacri
fice; tlie past masters-and tlie mem
bers at large, their ranks divided by
the Paragon Corporation Band.
.The purple and gold uniforms of
tlie Council Band and the Zouave un
iforms of the Patrol added a brilliant
touch of color to the parade.
The procession was not lacking in
comedy features, as evidenced by the
candidate who led the goat, ami tlie
Ford car which had been transformed
into a cage bearing three candidates.
Three Daniels but no lion.
The procession marched as far as
the button factory operated by tlie
Paragon Corporation, where tlie
members had a brief glance at an in
dustry of which Waldoboro finds it
self the proud und happy possessor.
Back in the square a drill was given

by tlie Patrol, under the skilled lead
ership of James F. Carver.
It
seemed as if half of Lincoln County
was watching from the side-lines,
and of enthusiasm there was no lack
ing.
Tlie ladies of Wiwurna Chapter, O.
E. S., and the Baptist church were
given the task of feeding the multi
tude, and tliis they did most abund
antly in the Masonic and Odd Fellows
halls and Baptist church.
After supper the Council Band gave
a concert in the hall and work on
the Super-Excellent degree was be
gun.
This lasted until midnight, a
street dance being given meantime
for the diversion of those who could
not gain admittance to the hall.
Following were the candidates who
received tlie degrees;
Harry L. Bossa, Friendship; Leon
L. Benner. Floyd O. Benner, William
H. Brooks, Waldoboro; W. J. Conary Deer Isle; Willis H. Crowell, Wal
ter J. Castner, Wahloboro; Fred Chilles, Long Cove; Donald IH. Cross,
Rockland; Harold E. Clark, Stacy E.
Castner, Ralph C. Deane, John
Dvorak, George .If. Douglass, Wal
doboro; Stanley E. Elliott, Pemaquid*
Dennis G. Feyler, Claude L‘. Fitch,
Waldoboro; J. Melvin Genthner,
Broad (’ove; Alfred C. Hocking, Ten
ant’s Harbor; Frank M. Hunt, Wal
doboro; Frederick L. Hull, 'Rock
land; William Imlasli, Long Cove;
Reddington J. Light. Waldoboro;
Percy C. Lovett, Berne W. Mitchell,
Waldoboro; Edwards A. Matthews,
I nion; Ralph W. Miller, Waldoboro.
Adelbert Ta Miles, Rockland; Edwin
L. Oldis, Waldoboro; Roy P. Patten,
Bootlibay Harbor; Fed H. Robinson,
Avon, Mass.; William H. Rhodes.
Rockland; Gardner E. Schwartz,
Ralph P. Stahl, Mahlon L. Sampson,
Fred S. Simmons, Fred E. Shuman,
Charles M. Sprague, Waldoboro;
Frank A. Tirreli, Jr., Rockland; Er
nest Vannah, Wahloboro; Sewall H.
Wagle, Tenant’s Harbor; Andrew
Wilson, Thomaston; George A. Welt,
Millard F. Wade, Clarence Wood
bury, Waldoboro.
A great deal of credit is due the
bard working Waldoboro committees
on which served the following mem
bers of King Solomon’s Lodge: Henry
P. Mason, Clinton E. Mattiiews, C.
B. Stahl, Merle Castner, Frank Ewell.
Herbert Oldis, Carl Longren, Thom
as Richards, Harold Perry, John
Bradford, James Castner, Herman
Castner, Clarence Campbell, Hadley
Kuhn, J. Warren Sanborn, D. D.
Mayo, W. G. I Jibe, O. V. Hassner.
WANT A

HANDTUB?

The famous old Tiger engine of
Warren is in the market, the town
having voted to sell the handtub,
now that the town is to have mo
torized apparatus. The Tiger is a
Jeffers machine, with an 11-inch
cylinder and fine record. Scott S.
Coburn has charge of the property.

test of thorough going, wholesome
character and American ideals, ns
foster homes for the homeless chil
dren of veterans.
In this work tlie Legion seeks tho
assistance of
every
established
agency in the country devoted to
child welfare.
To all such agencies
it proposes to give assistance, and to
the whole national duty of child care
lt brings the power and enthusiasm
of its whole nation-wide organiza
tion and membership.
It will help
hold the far-flung line of defense for
childhood against poverty, hunger,
disease, vice, Ignorance, crime and
death.
It will hold especially firm
that new sector of the line created by
the war and its orphans.
There will always remain, after
home restoration and adoption havo
been provided for many children, a
group of orphans unsuitable for
adoption because of physical or men
tal inferiority or unattractiveness.
Those are the children whom “no
body wants.”
The American Le
gion wants them.
The American
Legion Auxiliary wants them.
For
this group there may be required
permanent care. They shall have it.
The Legion will build no large or
phan homes or asylums.
A series
of cottage type homes, called Ameri
can Legion billets, is being provided
for the temporary abiding places of
children needing them.
These cot
tage groups afford a family life in
each for about nine youngsters ifnder a house mother.
No schools are
established, the children attending
nearby public schools with other chil
dren of the community.

A sample of water taken from
Mirror I^ake while the chlorinator
was being repaired was sent to the
State laboratory for an official test,
and was found to meet all conditions
by a considerable margin, a fact
which was very gratifying to the
Camden & Rockland Water Co. The
chlorinator is again functioning.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to five my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry and
listen to some music at least once a week.
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.

THE BLIND HIGHLAND BOY
He never had seen one earthly sight;
The sun, the day; the stars, tlie ulght;
Or tree, or butterfly, or flower.
Or flsh In stream, or bird in boWer,
Or woman, man, or child.
And yet he neither drooped nor piled.
Nor had a melancholy mind ;
For God took pity on the boy.
And was his friend ; and gave him joy
Of which we nothing know.

His mother, too, no doubt, above
Her other children him did love!
For, was she here, or was she there,
She thought of him with constant care,
And more than mother's love.

And proud was she of heart, when, clad
In crimson stockings, tartan plaid,
And bonnet with a feather gay.
To kirk he on the Sabbath day,
Went hand in hand with her.
A dog. too. had lie: not for need.
But one to play with and to feed ;
Which would have led hiiu, if bereft
■Of company or friends, and loft
Without a better guide.
e

And then the bagpipes he could blow;
And thus from house to house would go.
And all were pleased to hear and see;
For none made sweeter meiody
Thau did the poor blind boy.

—WUliatu Wordsworth.
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SUMMER

The Courier-Gazette

BASEBALL

THOMASTON SLATE UNBROKEN

PLANS

THREE TIMES A WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland Maine, May 26, 1925.
Personally appeared Franx s Lyddie who
on oath declares that he Is pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette. and that of 'he
the issue of this patter of May 23, 1923,
there was printed a total of 6,539 copies.
Before me.
FhAXK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

Commit thy way unto the Lord;
trust also In him; and he shall bring
it to pass.—Psalm 37:3, 5.
SALESMEN AND THE BRIDGE

The traveling salesman whose ac
tivities take him into every corner
of Maine can do a great service in
the campaign for the Carlton
Bridge. No business men as a class
have had better opportunity than
they to observe the discomfort to
travel created by the outworn ferryage system which the bridge is to
supersede; hence none are so well
equipped as they to spread wherever
they go the gospel of modern trans
portation in its needed application
to the situation at Bath. If we
might hope to see this army of
salesmen banded together in the
bridge campaign, further assurance
scarcely should be needed that the
final step toward construction would
be made certain by an overwhelming
affirmative vote in the referendum.
The business men of Rockland and
the other communities east of the
river can render valuable service by
seeking to emphasize with these
gentlemen our desire that they lend
Us this piece of support. If they
find us to be in earnest, as we un
doubtedly are, it should not be dif
ficult for them to become fired with
the same spirit, and \o take it with

them in their travels over Maine. In
this connection it would be proper
for us to address a letter to the
houses from which we buy our
goods, soliciting their cooperation to
the extent of urging upon their trav
eling representatives this practical
policy of assistance.
It is a well recognized fact that in
certain past campaigns in Maine the
weight of the united sentiment of
the traveling salesmen has been
most potent in shaping opinion as a
whole. Let us enlist it for THE
(BRIDGE.
THE LEGION DRIVE

There could be no worthier cause

to enlist our sympathies than that
presented in the present week by
the American Legion, which seeks to
raise a fund of 35,000,000 as an en

dowment through which to care for
the widows and orphans of men who

fought in the service of this coun
try.

In another column more in de

tail is presented the aims of this
movement, which is nationwide and

addressed to a particular form ol

help without limitation, of race or
religion.

The

local

post

of

the

Legion patriotically desires to share

in this great and worthy work and
solicits the interest of our people.

When we called upon them in those
momentous days of the W’orld War
they responded without hesitation.

We shall regard it as no less a privi
lege than a duty to answer in simi

lar fashion the call they now make

upon us.
Winslow-Holbrook

Post

is

as

signed $1200 as its quota of the five

millions.

It ought to be no difficult

piece of work to raise this relatively
small amount.

We are confident the

people of Rockland will be glad to
lend their veterans this support, to

the end that our city may have a
part in this splendid work among

Rockland Will Have Strong Independent Team In Field,
Opening Memorial Day With Warren.

But Champions Were Given Another Scare By Camden—
Rockland Takes Close. Game From Lincoln.

Rockland is in line for another good
season ot baseball if the plans out
lined at last flights annual meet
ing of the Rockland Baseball Associ
ation are carried out. An independ
ent team will be placed in the field,
made up chiefly of local players, who
will receive a reasonable remunera
tion for each game played. Although
the season proper will not begin un
til about the middle of June, the
opening gun will be fired at Com
munity Park at 4 o’clock on the af
ternoon of Memorial Day, when
Rockland will face the augmented
Warren team.
Charles C. Wotton was re-elected
manager, in the performance of which
duties he will be aided by Donald P.
Kelsey as assistant manager. Percy
McPhee, the genial captain of last
year’s team, was re-appointed to that
position temporarily, until the team
is fully organized.
The Association has a comfortable
nest egg left over from last season,
but will make its usual campaign for

With halt of her games safely un
der cover Thomaston High Is in
dulging In little worry these days as
to the outcome of the Knox and Lin- ;
coin League. As the sporting editor ,
has Intimated from the start the big
.
...
. .
,
battle is going to be for second p
- .
and the four games to be played this
week will go a long way toward tell
ing the story.
Tomorrow Rocktanl
plays a return game with Lincoln
Academy in Newcastle. while V>nalr.aven. the present occupant of sec
ond place journeys to Camden. Firday Camden comes to Rockland and
Lincoln Academy plays in Thomas
ton.
There will be no Saturdav
games tills week, on account of Me
morial Day.
The league standing:

MEMORIAL DAY COMES buiId
*in *tay-We a? one hiuman;
itv. The trouble in Europe is that
self-interest rules and national jeal
ousies and racial hatreds are cher
ished and encouraged.
“Unity of purpose and peace can
come on'>' as these hateful and hurtful memories are driven out. I like
to read Kipling’s "Lest We Forget."
but if I were a great poet I should
writ, oh how convincingly, concern
Plans for Memorial Day are rap ing many things that divide and
idly rounding into shape, and evi hurt: "Lest we remember.”
dences are not lacking that the ex
ercises next Saturday afternoon will
A FICKLE BIDDY
be of the usual successful character.
Major Ralph W. Brown lias been
selected as marshal of the day, and West Rockport Hen Hatches
Past Col. Arthur I.. Orne of the Sons
23 Chickens, But Is a Poor
of Veterans will have charge of the
Mother.
program whicl. will be presented at
the Grand Army premises when th ?
parade is concluded.
Col. William
Hatching a flock of chickens con
P. Hurley, commander of Edwin Lib stitutes the maternal ambition of the
by Post, will preside. The Memorial average hen. but Nathaniel Carroll of
address will be delivered by H. Hard West Rockport owns a biddy which
ing Hale, a well known Boston at never heard of the statute of limi
torney.
It is the desire of the com tations.
mittee that the High School pupils
When the proper time came this
co-operate with the program by lead spring the hen in question was as
ing the community singing.
The signed to a setting of eggs, but would
complete official program will be pub not stick to the job. Ever and anon
lished in Thursday’s issue of this pa she would quit her nest and go vamp
per.
ing around the henyard. winking a
flirtatious eye at such gentlemen fowl
Memorial Sunday
The patriotic orders were well rep ' as happened to be in range of her
coquetry.
resented at the special Memorial
■Such irresponsible conduct, while
services in the Universalist church
Sunday forenoon, and the member? the eggs were cooling, did not suit
felt well rewarded by the fine address Mrs. Carroll’s notions, and she resort
of the pastor. Rev. C. A. Knicker ed to heroic treatment, by tying the
fickle biddy onto the nest.
bocker.
The hen was vastly indignant, but
Mr. Knickerbocker's sermon was
based upon tne words of Paul: "This there she sat because she could no»
one thing I do. Forgetting those help herself. While this administra
things that are behind. I press to tion of affairs was still in its in
fancy Mrs. Carroll was taken sick and
ward the mark"—Phil. 3-13.
*T have talked with many ex-serv- all of the chores devolved upon
iee men since the World War ended," Mr. Carroll. He found the hen tied
said Mr. Knickerbocker, ‘‘and have to the nest, and the piteous look in
yet to find one who is willing or per the little flapper’s eyes instantly
“"tied
haps bie Yo~ talk aboutthe'bittera5ol're<i ?‘s
and bloody experiences on the battle the bonds, and away the hen went
front. They are all willing to tell cackling her gratitude.
Eventually she came back to the
the humorous incidents and the pleas
ant experiences, but their lips are setting of eggs, but her stay, as be
closed concerning the grim and awful fore. was only temporary, and mean
tragedies of that trying time. I ven time other hens clambered aboard the
ture to say that your veterans of the nest and laid fresh eggs there.
All things must have an end, and
Civil War best remember and are
most apt to talk about the comrade one day the fickle biddy became
Did
ship and the fun of 60 years ago, the mother .of nine chickens.
while the terrors and the death that she stay home and pay attention to
made the reality of the battlefield, business? Not so you would notice it.
Outside a rooster crowed, and Miss
are forgotten.
___ _________
____
__ _ _
“________
Patients who
have been
through
a Flapper fastened her comb into shape
serious surgical experience will agree ; an<l without any bonnet on went out
that the pain and distress following gallivanting.
Mr. Carroll put the deserted chick
the operation are soon forgotten,
while all that is pleasant and cheer ens under another hen. and when
ing is more and more clearly re Miss Flapper came back she had ap
membered. There are some things parently forgotten all about her m.iworth forgetting—some things God
helps us to forget. Many things in
us that I suspect He. too. forgets;
but Paul goes too far. There are
some things worth remembering.
Friends and joys and successes and
TEL. 891-M
all the beautiful things and construc
tive things and helpful things of the
OPEN EVENINGS
past.
“It will pay us as we cultivate
The following care can be
memory, to cultivate also, forgetful
seen on our floor ready for
ness.
Jealousy, envy and hate hurt
us more than those against whom
delivery. Besides these care
they are directed.
Why cherish I
we have a list of 40 more,
them? The bitterness of the contest
will help no one. Drive it out. We ■ including practically every
are one people. Memories that di- j
type of car on the market.
vide must go. Those that unite and

Rockland Prepared To Do
Honor
Saturday — Mt.
Tjmelv
Knickerbocker’s
•'
Words.

the wives and children of the men

tion.

AUTOMOBILE
FENDERS

Our former allusion to the enforced retirement from the prize
ring of Mr. Dempsey because of the
character of the operation upon that
nctive gentleman's disrupted nose
stands in possible need of revision
through the warm denial of Dr. Balsinger of Chicago that his operation
•was ineffective. It was the conten
Oxy-Acetylene Welding
tion of Dr. Pierce of Sun Francisco,
speaking before a state convention
and Brazing
of doctors, that the repairing of the
nose made it impossible for the
champion to run the risk of a blow
—meaning of course one from a fist.
Declaring that Dr. Pierce doesn't
ROCKLAND
632-4 MAIN ST.
know what he is talking about, the
Chicago surgeon adds: "In fact, I
cut the cartilage from behind Jack’s
ear__a piece about an inch and
three-quarters long and a half-inch
Wj(je_and used it to reshape and re
enforce his nose. Not only did thiB
We give regularly until
strengthen tiie nose, but it also re
further
notice 20 PER
paired it in such a manner as to
improve his breathing.’’ We hope
DENT OFF the marked
some friend of Mr. Dempsey's will
selling price on every
send him a marked copy of this
notice, exhibiting as It does our de- I article in our store, includ
sire to keep on the friendly side of . ing Stoves.

WELDED AND
STRAIGHTENED

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

him.
Buildii* activity, while it is to he
warmly commended, offers the curl-!

ous fact that the sound of its ham
mers is always loudest In that
neighborhood where one is seeking^

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS

313-311 MAIN ST.

TEL. 74B-J
l»O-tf

Won

Lost

“I used to go out of Rock
land for all my dothing until

one day 1 stumbled into a
Gregory suit and it proved a
stumbling block to my sending

awav proclivities. ’

The above—the remark of one
of Rockland’s best dressers.

Leaving community pride and
tender civic sentiment entirely
out of it—with Gregory suits
town, the man who sends
4t of town doesn't do the
tv half as much harm as he
does to his own personal purse
and pride.
Suits
Gregory Value First,
from $30.00 to $50.00.
Flannel Trousers in tiie new
Biscuit shade and gray stripes
S7-5O.

Gaps to match.

Collar attached Shirts.

Gregory’s
ternal duties, for new eggs had been
deposited in the nest, and she started
setting again.
Five times this process was repeat
ed. until 23 chickens had been
hatched, not one of which has ever
been mothered by Miss Flapper.
The feathered incubator is still
seeking new worlds to conquer.

P.C.

l.OC'l
.666
.500
.000
.000

Thomaston .................. 4
Vlnalhaven ................... 2
Rockland .....................
1
Camden ....................... 0
Lincoln ........ _......._—. 0

« • a •

Thomaston 8, Camden 3

The prediction had been freely ofiered that when Thomaston played
her return game In Camden her
string of victories would suffer an
interruption.
When eight innings
had been played Saturday and the
teams were still deadlocked at 3 to 3,
the prophets were all a-guessing, and
“Tippy” Feehan’s reputation was at
stake.
He was spared the acid test, how
ever. by the disaster which overtook
the home team when Thomaston had
Its half of the 9th.
Manning, who
had been doing an excellent chore on
the mound suddenly hopped aboard
a balloon and made one ot the finest
ascensions anybody ever saw. Just
so he wouldn’t be lonesome Thomas,
the Camden catcher, also got into the
airship.
Three bases on balls and
three passed balls help tell the story
of how Thomaston made the Cam
den diamond look like a race track.
Five tallies had been made when the
carnival had been completed, and It
was only with the proverbial chance
in a million that Camden made her
final stand. Arico and Ames fanned:
F. Thomas singled, and stole third,
but Plaisted also fanned, and the day
was done.
The score:
Thomaston High
ab r bh tb po a e
Orafton. ss ___ 5 1 1 3 0 2 0
Condon, c ....__ 4 2 1 1 8 4 1
Feehan. p ......... 3 2 1
1
Stone. 2b............ 5
Hall, if ................ 5
Vinal, cf.... .........

4

Lindsey. 3b _.....
Elliot, lb ............
Smalley, rf .......
Collamore, rf ....
•Brasier ____

3
5
1
2
0

deciding tally for the Orange an;l

Black.
It looked a bit squeamish in Loncoln>s
of the >Oj when with
lwo down alMi two men on the base
paths, Gough come to bat. The LlnFOR
coin pitcher in four successive trips
to the plate had made a triple and
thr#e Angies, consequently there was
reason t0 fear hint.
How lie lilt a
high fly and how John McLoon
muckled It. has already been told.
And In this manner Rockland High
finds Itself in the “percentage won”
columns.
One of the busiest men In Satur
day’s game was Murphy, who ac
cepted 12 of his 13 chanceR at sec
ond base and whose sacrifice tilt
helped turn the scale. The score:
Rockland High
ab r bit tb po n e
Trafton, c .......... 5 112 4 1 0
Jim Flanagan ss 4 2 3 4 5 2 2
Murphy, 2b........ 4 0 0 6 7 5 1
Representing W. S. RICE, Adams, N. Y.
Pease, lb ......... 4 9 118 0 1
Putnam, 3b....... 3 0 110 1 1
Flfield, if........... 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 The Rice Rupture Method ExpertMcLoon. cf ....... 4 0 111 0 0
Mason, rf............ 4 113 1 0 0
Hopkins, p ....... 3 10 0 0 4 1
— — — — — — — Personal representative of William S. Rice, Adams, N. Y., will be at the
35 5 8 12 27 13 6
Lincoln Academy
ab r bh tb po a o
I-ake, If................ 4 0 0 0 3 0 0
Giles, ss.............. 5 10 0 1 2 2
Gough, p ............ 5 2 4 6 1 4 0
Pendleton, c .... 4 0 12 4 0 0
Damage, cf ....
3 0 112 0 0
Also at the
Webster, lb ..... 3 12 2 6 0 0
Erskine. 2b ....... 4 0 0 0 2 1 1
Fitch, rf ............ 4 0 12 1 1 0
Hall, 3b .............. 4 0 114 0 2

Men, Women
and Children
COMING

GREEN

ROCKLAND HOTEL, ROCKLAND,
MONDAY, JUNE 1

37 4 10 14 24 8 5
Rockland ......... 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 1 x—5
Lincoln .............. 0 110 0 10 1 0—1
Two-base hits, Trafton, Flanagan.
Pendleton. Fitch.
Three-base hits.
Mason, Gough.
Bases on balls, off
Gough 3.
Struck out, by Hopkins 3,
by Gough 4.
Hit by pitcher. Lake.
Stolen bases, Flanagan, Qough 3.
Damage, Webster.
'Sacrifice hits.
Murphy. Webster.
Double play,
HopklhR. Murphy and Pease.
Um
pires, Wotton and Scott.
Scorer,
Winslow.
• « • •
Warren 13. Waldoboro 1

The Warren team is starting out
like a house afire tills season, its latest
achievement being Saturday's 13 to 1
victory over Waldoboro. No man on
the home team went hitless, and Bor
neman and Walker made three apiece.
The score:

0

0

37 8 7 9 27 9
Camden High
ab
bh tb po a
Plaisted. ss ....... 5
1111

ROCKLAND
USED CAR MART

Dailey. If ............
Ogier. 3b ...........
Davis, lb ...........
Manning, p
...
T. Thomas, c....
Arico, 2b ...........
Ames, rf .............
T. Thomas, cf ....

WINDSOR HOTEL, BELFAST,
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3

Don’t wear a truss all your life
Every ruptured man, woman or
child should take advantage of this when thousands have reported cures
through using the Rice Method.
great opportunity.
The Rice Method for Rupture is
known the world over. You can now
see this Method demonstrated and
have a Rice Appliance fitted to you.
Absolutely no charge unless you are
satisfied to keep the Outfit after hav
ing the Appliance adjusted and you
see how perfectly and comfortably it
holds.
No harsh,
deep-pressing
springs; nothing to gouge the flesh
and make you sore. Can be worn
night and day with positive comfort.
Soft, rubber-like composition pad,
any degree of pressure required.

Why suffer the burden of rupture if
there is a chance to be free from
truss-wearing forever?
Anyway, it
will cost you nothing to come in and
learn all about the Rice Method and
th wonderful opportunity for help
and cure it offers in your case. .Re
member this Expert will be there
only one day, then your opportunity
will be gone. Just ask at the hotel
desk for the Rice Expert and he
will do the rest.
Call any time
from 9 to'12 a. m.. 2 to 5 p. m., or 7
to 9 evenings, Daylight Saving.

Warren

ab r bh po a e
4 3
3 1 0 0
4 2
1 10 2 1
5 12 12 2
Wentworth, cf....... 4 2
1 0 0 0
Walker, lb ............. 5 2
3 8 0 0
Averill. 2b ...._____
5 12 4 10
3 Sawyer, ss................ 4 12 110
Berry, rf ............
4 0 110 0
Cross, p ............_...... 4 112 6 0
Borneman, If .........
Robinson, c.......... ....
Kalloch, 3b ______

0

*

TO

ROCKLAND

4 1
0 0
3 0 0
39 13 16 27 12 3
4 1114 5 3
Waldoboro
3 0 2 2
8 1 0
ab r bh po a e
4 0 0 0
0 2 1 Savage, C..... .............. 5 1 3 3 2 0
4 0 0 0 7 1 0 Benner, ss ............
50 2 6 3 0
4 0 0 0
2 2 1 Mitchell, 2b_______ 4 0 1
2 2 1
3 0 1 1
0 0 0 Genfhner. 3b ............. 4 0 1
0 3 9
4 0 112 11 Tracey, lb.......... .
4 0 11110
Crowell. If ___........ 4 0 0 1 0 1
MINSTRELS NEXT
„
33 3 6 « 27 13 8 Smith, cf................
4 0 0 0 0 0
Thomaston ..... 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5—8 Payne, rf .................. 4 0110
9
Camden ... ........ 00200000 1—3 Jenkins, p _______ 4 0 1 0
2 1
Forty Club Will Stage Fine
Brasier batted for Collamore in
Show June 5—High School the 9th.
I
98 1 10 2 4 1 3 3
Three-base hit. Grafton.
Bases Warren .... ....... 05003032 0—13
A. A. Benefits,
on balls, off Feehan 2, off Manning Waldoboro .... 00000000 1— 1
Struck out, by Feehan 13, by
Three-base hit, Boneman.
Base
Double play. Stone and on balls. Jenkins 2. Two-base hits,
Nine persons out of every ten like Manning 4.
Hit by pitcher, Feehan Borneman. Walker, Averill, Savage.
to hear men sing in group and In Lindsey.
2, Lindsey.
Struck out. by Cross 9, by Jenkins 3.
individual work, and these will be
• • ♦ •
Double play, Mitchell and Tracey.
pleased with the Forty Club Min-'
Rockland 5. Lincoln 4
Hit by pitcher, Borneman and Rob
strels which will he given June 5 in
Umpire, Thomas.
Scorer.
A bleak wind swept acrose the inson.
the new High School auditorium. summit of Dodge’s Mountain Satur Kenniston.
»
«
•
a
The main chorus will l>e made up of day afternoon and blew dust Into the
McLain 7, Lincoln Seconds 6
25 men. not all exiterts, but every eyes of the shivering spectators at
The Rockland High baseball team
one willing and all blending Into a the ball game In Community Park.
remarkably harmonious whole, even In spite of the discomfort this caused of the near future will be favored by
at tiie early rehearsals. There will no patron left the ground until the having for new material an ambitious
last man was out, for the contest lot of young stars who are now play
was in doubt until John McLoon’s ing on the McLain Grammar School
Saturday morning
this
trusty mitt closed in a firm grin team.
upon the ball which John Gough had Grammar School team defeated the
knocked high into the cerulean at Lincoln Academy Seconds by a score
True there was “wild”
mosphere, and on which hung tho of 7 to 6.
playing on both sides, but with Wiggame’s destiny.
Baseball is the national sport be gin in the box for McLain the home
cause it seldom falls to produce a team held Lincoln until the last of the
hero.
In this instance It was Jim 7th when Wlggin got the winning
The teams line up thus:
Flanagan, whose double in the 7th run.
1923 Buick Sport Tour*
McLain Grammar—Dondis c; Wigmade It possible for Rockland High
ing,
$1050.
to overtake the leaders, and whose gin p; Libby lb; Jameson 2b; Bisbee
single In the 8th gave the one-run 3b; Cohen ss; Tibbetts rf; BickOverhauled and Repainted
lead which the Invaders could not more rf: Ward cf; Emery if.
Guaranteed
/
Lincoln Seconds—Jones c; West p:
overcome.
1923 Buick 4 Tour. $550.
Lincoln Academy scored one run in Robbins lb; Wood 2b; Berry 31c
Pete Rings the Bell
the 2d on a single by Webste- and a Wllbap’d ss; Erskine rf; Hanley cf:
1922 Buick Tour.
500
double by Fitch and added another Iq McLain If.
• • * e
1922 Buick Tour.
450. be 16 In the circle with Edward <R. the 3d on a combination of Infield
Skowhegan won the High School
Veazie as interlocutor, and the slams errors and Gough's single.
1923 Buick 6, repaint
and saws that are being worked out
Rockland did not score until the track and field championship oi
ed,
700. will make history, (some say court 5th,
but had thrMtened In the three Maine In the Colby meet which was
1920 Mitchell Coupe 325. history.)
innings which preceded.
In the 2d held.In Waterville .Saturday with a
The solo work will be of a high inning, with a man on second and. total of 26 points. Bangor High was
1924 Overland Coach 450. order. Of course Phil Jones will be third, Mason hit a fly to left field,. second with 12 points and Edward
there with that velvet, powerful Which was captured by |j»ke after a Little High of Auburn was third with
1921 Cadillac 7 pass.
The other schools finished as
baritone. E. R. Veazie and W. C.
run.
Fitch’s catch In the 3d 11.
Sedan,
1200 Bird will give tenor numbers with hard
prevented Rockland from scoring, follows: Morse High of Bath 6. Deer
High 5. Waterville 5. Gardiner
1919 Cadillac Tour. 675. their usual skill, and just wait for while Lake again distinguished him ing
Lou Cook in his knockout. He al self in the 4th by his one-hanu. High 4, Jordan High of l^ewlston 3.
Fords—several to choose
Cony High of Augusta 3, Madison 3,
most broke up the luncheon re catch of Mason's fly
from
85.00 to 400. hearsal yesterday noon, and was ap
The jinx then flew onto the Lincoln Norway 3. Brewer, Brunswick. Rock
plauded to the echo. There are
Hopkins drew a base or. land, Ellsworth, Oakland and Winter
1923 Ford Touring 225. numerous other stars but Pete rings bench.
Four rec
balls, was advanced to third on Traf- Harbor failed to score.
Bargain Ford Racer
75. the bell in his “My Best Girl.” It is ton's double, and scored on Flanagan’s ords were smashed.
• • • •
Albert 8. Peterson and his partner single.
Erskine miscued on Mur
1924 Star Sedan.................
Hon. Willard S. MoKay of New
In the song Is a maid of mystery. phy’s grounder, which proved a very
The production Is being directed by costly error for Lincoln Academy, as buryport, Mass., a member ot the
1924 Essex Coach............
Massachusetts Legislature, is In Bath
Arthur F. Lamb and Philip A. Jones
Trafton and Flanagan both scored.
Chevrolet */2 Ton Truck
looking up old friends
He was
and the whole club is enthusiasti Putnam and Flfield filed out.
formerly captain and center of the
supporting. The entire pro
Rockland's lead was of brief dura
150. cally
Portland roller polo team, playing in
ceeds will be applied to the debt of
tion. for singles by Gough and Carn
1924 Hudson Speedster,
the days of Campbell, Murphy. Mur
the Rockland High School Athletic
age and a sacrifice fly by Webster, taugh and the Mooneys. Everybody
excellent condition, 850. Association. Tickets are out and brought Gough across with the tying1
knew him them as “Pop” McKay.
going very rapidly. The fine male run
quartet which has been developed
He has pluyed many games In the Ar
The
visitors
flailed
to
score
In
their
CASH OR TERMS ON ALL CARS
the prospect of duos, double quartets
cade.
and double octets In the old-time half of the 7th, but Rowland was be
WE TRADE IN YOUR OLD CAR
ginning
to
get
accustomed
to
Mr.
songs and plaintive melodics, the
Rexall "One Cent Sale” at Shel
ballads and the snappy modern Gough, and with a double by Flan don’s Drug Store, Wednesday-Thursagan,
a
sacrifice
by
(Murphy
and
x
numbers makes a capacity house
day-Frtday, May 27, 28, 29.
Don’t
single by Palmer again took the
a foregone conclusion.—adv.
miss IL
(2-63
lead.
The see-saw was still in working
What will the modern girl be
SHOE REPAIRING
twenty years hence?” asks a con order, however, for Lincoln Academy
PARKER F. NORCROSS temporary. About half a dozen scored In her half of the 8th, and the
Co.
birthdays further on.—The Humor teams were again on the same equal
Manager
AUTO TOP REPAIRING
ity at which they started.
ist.
BLAKE’S GARAGE, NORTHEND
The last half of the 8th spilled the
Rockland Shoe Repairing
737 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Three Crow (Extract of pure de yellow eyes, utterly, for Principal
Rockland
57-T-S-61
licious Almond gives cookery n dis Clunic's lads. Mason's triple and In- t School Street
55-tf
field errors yielding another gad Ute'
tinctive flavor.—adv.

USED CAR SALE

whose lives were given for the Na

to take an afternoon nap.

funds in order that the team may
begin its summer work on safe
grounds.
If daylight saving prevails in Cam
den there will be the annual series
between Rockland and Camden, which
last season furnished so much enjoy
ment and excitement for the big
crowds. Summer would not be sum
mer at all unless these old rivals
were fighting it out on the diamond
and all over the county Camden's de
cision is awaited with interest. Cam
den had its record crowds last year
whenever Rockland played there.
Manager Wotton has letters from
many other teams which want games
with Rockland, and it goes without
saying that Rockland will make sev
eral trips to Togus.
The Association elected these offi
cers: President, Obadiah Gardner;
vice president. Thomas H. Chisholmj
treasurer, Charles Thornton: secre
tary, John M. Richardson. Mr. Gard
ner was in Boston, yesterday, and
Secretary Richardson presided over
the meeting.

RUPTURE
EXPERTS

Don’t Miss This Great Opportunity to See
This Expert on Hernia
WM. S. RICE, Inc.

Adams, N. Y.

Household
Ranges

Have a Sunny Spirit
Free from Kitchen Worries
Choose a Household and years of happi
ness are sure to follow. Spare moments
accumulate for the woman who owns one

BuilGtoBake
Call any time and see their fine improoemente

Stonington F urn.Co.
ROCKLAND & STONINGTON

Rockland Marble and Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING, Proprietor

MANUFACTURERS OF CEMETERY WORK
i■

: : : and Dealer* in : : t

Native and Scotch Granite, Marble Shelves, Etc.
LINDSEY STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

41S*Ttf

Every-Other-Day

John J. Wardwell Is at Boothbay
Harbor on a tour of inspection.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 27 -Rubinstein < Hub's animal open
meeting at the Congregational church
'May 27 (League Baseball) Rockland High
vs Lftico’n Academy in Newcastle; and VInalbavon High vs Camden High in Camden.
May 27- Knox County W. C. T. U. con
vention in Baptist church. Warren
May 27 Annual meeting Knox County W.
C T. I . ir. Warren.
May 29—(League Baseball) Rockland High
vs Camden High in Rockland; and Lincoln
Academy vs Thomaston High in Thomaston
May 30—Memorial uay
'May 30—(4 p. m.) Rockland Locals vs
Warren Locals, at Community Park.
June 3 Thomaston—Senior Class play,
“Adam and Eva.’’ Watts hall
June 5 Forty Club Minstrels at new High
School auditorium.
June 5—Cuhiden—Annual school fair and
operetta.
June 6-7—Battalion School C. A. €., at
Hotel Rockland
June 9 Warren High School graduation.
June 10—Chapin Class musical at the home
of Mrs Darid >Talbot
June 13-17+*CoH>y College Commencement.
4unt‘ 11 Flag Hay.
June 18—Rockland high School Graduation
In New High School auditorium.
July 4—independence Day.
Aug. 12 Ladies Baptist Ctrde (Rockport)
Midsummer Fair
Sept 13—Standard Time resumed.
Sept 30-Oct. 2—State Convention of W.C.
T.U. in Auburn.

DRESSES
$10.00

Some of these Dresses are new stock for this sale—some are this season’s models—
Some are not so new—but they are all excellent values and well worth your time
to come and see them.

Mail and Phone Orders Filled

We solicit your early visit to our shop

e

The American Legion drive to ♦
obtain Rockland's quota of *
$12C0 toward the $5,0C0,COO en- *
dowment fund, began
this *
morning. Owing to the small ♦
number of solicitors volunteer- •
ing the hoyse to house canvass *
was abandoned, but as much *
territory as possible will be *
covered by the handful of loyal *
workers. Subscriptions will be *
received at The Courier-Ga- *
zette office, C. H. Moor’s drug *
store and the local banks. Mil- *
ton M. Griffin is general chair- *
man of the drive and Mrs. C. *
F. Snow Is chairman for the *
Legion Auxiliary.

. The Press Herald yesterday pub
lished a fine portrait of Walter W.
Morse, a former Rockland boy, who,
in addition to being vice president
of a big insurance concern, is boost
ing that well known organization, the
Lions. He is chairman of the Port
land Lions Club which will send a
large delegation to the New England
Convention of 33d district, to be held
in Swampscott, Mass., today and to
morrow. ..

A Massachusetts touring car driv
en by a woman whose name was
not learned, was run into by the 1.10
Westbound train Saturday afternoon
at the Pleasant street crossing. The
tnotor car was roughly used, in spite
of the remarkably quick stop made
by the locomotive engineer, hut the
woman was not injured and the car
moved away under its own power.
The woman admitted that she “lost
her head” when the ear reached the
track and she saw the train coming

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Freight and passenger service be
tween Portland and BooUibay Har
bor, Friendship, Rockland, Eastport
and Lubec becomes effective June 15,
With sailings from Portland Mon
days and Thursday at 8 a. m., and
from Eastport Tuesdays and Fridays
at 7 p. tn.

MEMORIAL DAY AND SUNDAY
Prepare For Both
NATIVE SPRING LAMB
(earliest in years)

REAL PENOBSCOT RIVER SALMON

(also other kinds)
SPECIAL PRICES ON ROAST & CORNED BEEF
ROASTS .. 12c to 35c; CORNED .. 8c to 25c
BONELESS VEAL ROASTS, lb...................... 30c

hi‘ LOCAL HADDOCK, HALIBUT and MACKEREL

; NEW GREEN PEAS,
STRING BEANS,
I NATIVE & MASSACHUSETTS ASPARAGUS,
j
EGG PLANT, NATIVE SPINACH, CUKES,

RIPE TOMATOES, LETTUCE, BUNCH BEETS
CARROTS, NEW AND SWEET POTATOES,
CALIFORNIA CANTALOUPE, PINEAPPLES,
BERRIES, ORANGES, GRAPE FRUIT, CHERRIES, NEW GRAPES, APPLES

SATURDAY

2 Cans Fancy Com
35c

2 Cans Tender Peas
35c

2 Cans Golden Bantam
Com, 43c

Succotash
19c can

Tit Willow

15c; 2 for 25c

Campbell’s
Tomato Soup
3 cans
25c

Swift’s
Sunbright Cleanser
3c can; 10 cans 25c

Swift’s
Washing Powder
35c pkg. 27c

No. 2 Tomatoes

EVERYTHING THAT’S GOOD TO EAT

PHONE YOUR

QUALITY

•

THIS STORE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY SATURDAY, MEMORIAL DAY

Successor to
COBB’S INC.

CLOSED

Also, a small lot of Evening
Dresses
and
Banquet
Dresses.

Included in this sale are a lot
of White Canton Crepe
Dresses for graduation wear.

Early risers Sunday morning were
treated tgfa snow flurry which lasted j The regular meeting of Ivanhoe
10 or Is minutes. Reports from the ' Temple. Pythian Sisters, will occur
westward tell of similar unseasonable tomorrow evening at 8 oclock.
demonstrations.
A meeting of the Trustees of the
Dick Reed of Coburn Classical In Masonic Temple Association is called
stitute spent the weekend at home, for this evening at 7.30 o'clock at the
having been barred from participation Temple,
in the Bowdoln track meet Saturday
—
because he had completed four years ; Howe W. Hall who fdr the past year
in High School athletics.
j ftas been taking a post graduate
----course in agriculture at University of
'Hiie .city's heavyweight bullgine Maine, has received his Master's Decavorted over the Children's Play- ‘ gree.
ground Saturday and yesterday flat
tening out the surface so that the
oi-tgrauTwo Rocklund High School'
girls may exercise their muscles at
ates.
now
students
at
Syracuse
Uni
outdoor hockey.
versity. are due for congratulations
—Ellis K. Mills, who has been award
Rexall ‘‘One Cent Sale” at Shel ed an honor scholarship, and Francis
don's Drug Store, Wednesday-Thurs- Kirkpatrick who in the year’s final
day-Priday, May 27, 28. 29.
Don't
■ • exams stood number 10 in a class of
miss it.
•
62-63 j1500.
___
* _ I
•- ___

i

A LEGION DRIVE

TIME OF DELIVERANCE
millions now living will never die
Instinctively mankind seems to feel that in some way de
liverance will result in release from the throes of evil, in
justice, inequality, and death.
Has not the persistent failure of plans and schemes for
life and happiness blasted hope of deliverance among
men?

The Bible’s Plan now stands forth with great promise.
The exact year, the very date, was not foretold; but
with more certainty, with clearer identity, events such as
wars, revolutions, crime waves, inventions with increase of
knowledge, were to herald mankind’s release.

Events about us seem to mark man’s deliverance at hand.
hear

Nearly all sizes. Many colors.

Members of the American Legion
are asked tp be at Grand Army hall'
Saturday afternoon at 1 o'clock to I
form in line for the Memorial Day
parade.

J

THIS WEEK

You will find in this assortment—Canton Dresses, Crepe de Chine Dresses, Geor
gette Dresses, Tub Silk Dresses, Pongee Dresses, Figured Silk Dresses, Flannel
Dresses.

Fred C. Black and R. H. Angell
left yesterday for three days' fishing
at Moosehead Lake. They were to be
Joined in Brooks by four other sports
men.

A i

Chemical 2 received a call to the old
creamery building on Willow street
Sunday, due to a smoking chimney,
which to excited eyes, appeared a
menace.
There was no danger, so
tiie company took tjo action.

This sale met with such a ready response from our many customers that we have
decided to continue it all this week. Many new models have been added.

N. 15. Cobb is putting his cottage
at Owl's Head in first class condition.
One of the improvements is the in
troduction of electricity for all pur
poses.

Kian

$20.00

Memorial Day plans are to lie dis
cussed at Ihe Relief Corps meeting
Thursday night, so let everyone at
tend.

in our Dress Department, Second Floor

Col. Blanton Winship speaking from
WEEI at 7.30 tomorrow night will
tell ali about the advantages of the
Citizens Military Training Camp.
i

Klux

DRESSES

DRESSES
$15.00
ALL

The little son of Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Cables, Jr., who was burned
Saturday, is gaining rapidly.
Dr. ,
Wasgatt Is attending him.

The Kian is a movement
seeking to save America
for Americans . and to
make
Americans
for
America.
We offer no
apology for our existence.

The Forty Club Minstrel cast and
chorus, rehearses tonight at 8 o'clock
In the High School auditorium.

ON SALE

Aurora Lodge. F. & A. M„ will work
the Fellow-craft degree on several
candidates Wednesday evening.

Ku
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ORDERS

Knowlton’s

F. P. Washburn, commissioner of
agriculture, and E. L. Roberts, direc
tor of publicity at Bar Harbor, will
be in Rockland on the night of June 3
The F. W. Woolworth Co. store
to address a joint meeting of the
will remain open Friday evening
Chamber of Commerce. City Club,
Rotary Club and Forty Club on “The
until 9 o’clock and be closed all
Value of Publicity and How It Is
Done.’’ Both officials are good speak
day Saturday (Memorial Day).
ers and have a message which is
very timely for Rockland when the
slogan of the whole State is “Pub
licity.’’ It is proposed to raise a fund
The ifcaeh Farm tea room in Jef for Publicity purposes in Rockland
The final figures from "The Charm
and to carry on a campaign which
School” set the net proceeds at the ferson opens Saturday (Memorial has not been possible heretofore.
Chicken and goose dinners
very handsome total of $373.38. The Day).
use of the chairs was through the will be served this season.
.Thursday, Edwin Libny P.elief
courtesy of the Burpee Furniture Co.
Corps will entertain the children at
The eastern end and southern side
and the trucking was contributed by
the Q. A. R. hull. -Ml children who
of Community Park are being en
the genial A. I’. (“Gus") Snowman.
are descendants of or related to Civil
closed with a woven wire fence, which
War veterans are especially requested
Alden W. Allen, Donald Cross and is being set up by factory representa to he present. There will be hot
tives.
Ellis (1. Thayer motored to Georges
chocolate, sandwiches, cake and cook
Lake Saturday morning.
Messrs.
ies after the program. Picnic supper
Alien and Cross fishing from one boat
E. C. (“Heddy”) Philbrook of this will be served to the members of the
caught three salmon and some small city will have charge, of the midway order, hut there will be no regular
bass, the latter promptly being re at the carnival to be given by the supper. Suppers will not be served
turned to their native element. Mr. Community Club in Bluehill July 2, again until the regular meetings in
Thayer hooked a salmon, but hav 3 and 4.
the fall.
ing no landing net returned his fish
to the lake without any philanthropic
The medal and certificate awarded
T.ocal interest in the Winthrop
motive.
by the National Electric Light Asso murder case was intensified ^Saturday
ciation to William E. Brown, for sav and Sunday by the rumor that the
Clarence A. Fish, leader of the ing the life of a fellow workman, is supposed murderer, Harry A. Kirby
Rockland Band, will be “on the air" exhibited in the northern display win was headed toward Rockland. State
tonight at 8.45 daylight. Instead of dow of the Central Maine Power Co. Inspector Wentworth. Sheriff Thurs
9.45, as previously announced, broad
ton and his deputies and Marshal
casting fr'om Springfield.
Mass.,
•Some days ago the Baptists start Davis and his officers kept a careful
(WBZ) two requested numbers. The ed their drive for $8500. but they are watch both days, and were still
Rosary and The Holy City. He will having such a good time at it that watching yesterday when news came
also play two selections on his they can’t stop. They shot way be that Kirby* had been arrested in
musical saw. Local music lovers are yond the goal and now have raised Newburyport, Mass.
Kirby was
certain to tune in on W1BZ when the $9,257.65, with returns still coming in. brought hack to Maine, but denies
time arrives.
This year 439 paying members, of that he shot Mrs. Emma Towns or
whom 61 are new pledgers, give for murdered Miss Aida Hayward, whose
The flat over the W. II. C.lover Co.’s benevolent work $2,958.90 and for b >dy was found Saturday in a cot
lumber office has been fitted up In local church expense $6,308.75. They tage at Lake MarancooR. A number
excellent manner, and is now occu expect to go over the $10,000 mark of Rockland people visited the scene
pied by Charles Gilchrest, who was before they finish.
,
of the tragedy Sunday.
for many years caretaker at the W.
H. Glover estate on Talbot avenue.
In consideration of Ills long and faith
ful service to the late Mr. and Mrs.
Glover, he has been pensioned by the
estate and the comfort of his remain
ing years is generously assured.

THIS WEEK’S STUDLEY SPECIAL

Newhert's Cafeteria Is always an
attractive place, but it - had folks
rubbering for fair yesterday when
Dick posted that big lobster in the
window. Frank Moorlan of Owl's
Head was the lucky fisherman who
brought this big crustacean after
finding it in his trawls. The body
measured 35>j inches In length and
the claws were six inches across. The
lobster weighed 16 pounds, and, in
the language of the street, was “the
father of them all." No question
about Mr. Moorlan being high-liner
the day he caught that bird.

Genuine
Reed Rockers

EVERY
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
HEAD OF THE BAY
Business Meeting of the Bay Vigw/
Society at 7 o’clock, Daylight Sav
ing Time, MAY 22
57T61

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Main Street, ROCKLAND

WEDNESDAY EVENING, MAY 27
Seats Free

No Collection
7:30 Daylight Time
International Bible Students’ Association

PARK THEATRE
“She Wolves,” the William Fox
screen version of the stage play, “The
Man In Evening Clothes." was given
its first showing yesterday at the
Park before an enthusiastic audience.
With Paris as a background, the Fox 1
production is filled with fine dramatic
moments and abundant tn comedv
situations.
International News and
a two-act comedy completes the pro
gram.
Pola Negri's latest Paramount pic
ture, “The Charmer," which brings
the star to the screen in her first big
comedy role In a picture laid in an
American setting, open a two days'
run Wednesday. The story has to do
with a {Spanish dancing girl, who Is
taken under the wing of a prominent
theatrical producer and becomes the
rage of Broadway.
Robert Frazer
and Wallace MacDonald head the
supporting cast in the production.
MacDonald, recently seen with Betty
Cumpson in "New Lives for Old," has
the role of a multi-millionaire phil
anderer, who becomes infatuated witli
Miss Negri, as the dancing girl. Mar
iposa.
“The Charmer" brings Pola
Negri to tiie screen in the type of
role that first won her fame.
It’s s
great story with a great cast and
should prove geat entertainment.—ad.
MRS. PATRICK SWEENEY

Mary M„ wife of Patrick F.
Sweeney, died last Thursday at her
home on Water street. Tiie deceased
was born Feb. 18, 1886, .and was
married 14 years ago. Of this union
three children were born—Thomas.
John and Mildred—who survive her.
together with her husband and one
brother, James Nolan of Bar Har
bor. She was intensely devoted to
her family, and no sacrifice was too
great. She was afflicted with an in
curable malady, but in the midst ot
her patiently borne sufferings her
thoughts were for the welfare of the
devoted husband and children whom
she was to leave wifeless and moth
erless.
The funeral services were held
Saturday fiWenoon at St. Bernard's
church, of Which the deceased was
a member, mass being celebrated by
Rev. Fr. Carey. There were many
floral tributes from dear friends.
The bearers were W. E. Sweeney
William McKay, Fred Curlnl and
Raymond Moulaison.

It Is extremely crippling to
wear shoes of different shape
or with Jieels of different
heights on altenate days. This ap
ply* especially to people who stand
much.
Rockland Red Cross.

♦

E. A. GL1DDFN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

DIED
iMoore—Cii.ib1n|t. May 23, Katie \V . widow
of Liandcr Moore, seed *5 years. 3 months.
3 days.
Funeral Tuesday afternoon at I
o’clock.
Mattson Rorkland. May 25, John Mattson
of bong Gore, aged 10 years
Funeral at
Paris parlors. Thomaston. Wednesday at 2
o’clock
Robinson—•Portland May 23. Currie Emma
llobinson. aged 20 years. 3 months. 11 days
Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock from Burpee
parlors
Bowden—-Rockport. May 24. William Lewis
Bowden, aged 81 years. 8 months, 6 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 1» o’clock from late
residence on Mechanic street, Rockport.
CARD OF THANKS
The Paragon Button Corporation Band ex
tend thanks to all those who contributed so
liberally tor their benefit during the meeting
of King Hiram Council at Waldoboro. Maine
May 22.
I- <i. Heed,
Secretary and Treasurer.

Upholstered^

Seat and Back, Fine Grade Cre

TWe ladies of St. Peter’s Guild will
serve a supper at the home of Mrs.
Fred S. March. 93 Park street, Thurs
day of this wegk at 6 p. m. Price of
supper 35 cents.—adv.

tonne in Covering.

V. F. Studley Inc.
283 MAIN STREET.

Free Delivery

ROCKLAND
Tel. 713

An excellent choice of colors and
sizes

Excellent values in new dresses
for

Cutler=Cooh Co
Rockland, Maine
PHONE AND MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

MEMORIAL DAY
CARNATIONS,

ROSES,

SNAPDRAGONS,

STOCKS,

LILIES,

WAX WREATHS AND SPRAYS
CEMETERY

PANSIES,

GERANIUMS,

VASES

ETC.

MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED

GLAENTZEL,

THE FLORIST

STRAND THEATRE BUILDING
341 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Greenhouse*—CAMDEN, ME.

You Can’t Say Too Much
For TOCO

1925

:: Memorials::

Cushions,

These Dresses are in the Wanted
Prints, Cantons with Aprons,
Jabots, Frills and Flounces.

S. Nilo Spear was elected a mem
ber of the Forty Club yesterday.

1885

Spring

DANCES

of New York City

-N

Ki'g Winter's Viisit |tx> Oakland
Park always leaves work for the crew
which prepares that resort for sum
mer patronage, and the past season
was no exception. Manager Dondero
has men working on the walks and
bridges, and the much used auto road
is also being improved. The Gold
Dust Twins, et als, are busy on the
inside of the dance hall, for Mr. Don
dero 1? a stickler for cleanliness, and
when the patrons attend the opening
ball Saturday night they will find
the pavilion as spotless as the aver
age household after housecleaning
week. The hall is also being provided
with additional exits. Two officers
in uniform will be in attendance at
the place where the automobiles are
parked.

TOWN HALL
service

NOT HOW CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD '

“A Man Is What He Eats”

NOTICE TO SHOPPERS

J. A. BAEUERLE1N

J. A. Baeuerleln of
New York, X. Y. is
qBsociated with the
fleadquarters office of
the I. B. 8. A.
He
brings a view of
world events as dis
cussed by associates
in the work, one
that refletes the mod
eration that counsel
offers
Tiie lecturer
uses
specific events of our
day that fulfil pro
phecy.
The general
theme Is covered in
tho book “Harp of
Ood
48c postpaid.
Address I. B S. A.
Mrs. A. E. Clough, 53
(ilen Street, Rock
land, 'Maine.

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
PARK STREET, - - ROCKLAND
84-tf

When Axel and Tilly had strolled down a moonlit
lane on a summer night, the softness of the breeze
and the mellowness of the moon were too much for
Axel. Before he knew it he had proposed and was
accepted.

But further thought sobered the youth a bit and
he walked in silence till the lass inquired, “Axel,
why you don’t say someding?”
To which he replied rather sadly, “Tilly, I tank
to% much bane said already!’’
But not so with TOGO Motor Oils. Never in all
our enthusiasm have we been able to say too much
about the merits of this super motor lubricant.

And in the vicinity of Rockland there are many
motorists who agree with us in this. Ask any of
them for a frank opinion and you'll find the same
enthusiasm born of accurate knowledge of su
perior quality in TOCO Motor Oils.

THURSTON SERVICE STATION
104 Park Street, Corner Broad
ROCKLANO, MAINE

Free Crank Case Service, Air and Water

Every-Other-Day
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ARTILLERY NOTES
Pbtiry. ADrll 6. 1909

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

eo"

»«•

70‘

Vinalhaven Battery Disbands
—Battalion School Com

HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

10*

When the correct let ten* are pluced In the white Mpnce* thlm puzzle
will Npell words* both vertically and horizontally. The flr*t letter In each
word In indicated by a number, which refers* to the definition Ilmted below
the puzzle. Titus No. 1 under the column headed “horizontal” deflnen a
word which will All the white Npacez up to the firNt black square to the
right, and a number under “vertical” defines a word which will fill the
white squares to the next black one below.
No letters go In the black
spaces.
All words used are dictionary words, except proper names.
Abbreviations, slang, initials, technical terms and obsolete forms are indi
cated In the definitions.

s ?Direc(ions^&inwh icftojola nss

acf
tuf

2

3

1

4

ZZ

14

IX

I6

7

i -k
V’ * ’/A <»-*•',
15

lb

60*

TO1

J

17
\

20

li

r
r

p

31

40b

37

S3’
45

|57
157
L;

ing.
Special orders from the adjutant
general'll office tell of the disbanding
of Bat. H. 240th Artillery, Vinalhaven.
Capt. Ambrose I'eterson holds his
present’status pending settlement of
accounts. and will be transferred to
the National Guard Reserve. William
T. Chilles is transferred to the Na
tional Guard Reserve with the rank
of 2d lieutenant. Coast Artillery.
Major Ralph W. Brown will super
vise the closing of all records of the
Vinalhaven battery.
Enlisted men of Battery H. who
desire to remain in the service, may,
upon application, be transferred to
other organizations of the National
Guard. All other enlisted men will
be gianted honorable discharges.
, • • ,
The commanding officer of the 240th
Coast Artillery is authorized to hold
battalion schools for the officers of
his regiment as follows: Second Bat
talion, Rockland, June 6 and 7: First
Battalion, |lteadquarters Field and
Staff, Portland, June 13 and 14.
The program for the school of the
Second Battalion will be under the di
rection of the commanding officer of
that unit, who will submit one sub
sistence voucher covering subsist
ence for Ills party, and will arrange
for the necessary accommodations at
Hotel Rockland.

71

66

NORTH APPLETON

72

THE MACMILLAN ARCTIC EXPEDITION,

|Z9

77

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

(©. XWZ6. Western Newspaper L’niun.)

THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY*

Horizontal.

Vertical.

1—Past time
4—Body of water
6—Distinguished aviator
9—Canadian city
13—Climbs Irregularly
17— Printing measure
18— Man’s title
19— Small particle
20— French conjunction
21— Act
23—Sign of zodiac
25— To perform
26— Note of musical scale
27— Exclamation
28— Mass of silky fibers
30— Preposition
31— Fertile soli
34—Ahead
37— Note of musical scale
38— Base word of Chinese philosophy
40—Fatigue
40B—Printing measure
42—Wry face
45—Month of Hebrew calendar
47— Hand covering
48— Knight of the Round Table
60—Right (abbr.)
61—Light meal
65—Soft drink
67—Pronoun
68—Card game of Spanish origin
60—Skyward
61—Exist
€2—Commercial notices
63—Sailor
65— Short for musical work
66— Month of Hebrew calendar
67— Road sign spelling for “slacken”
68— Tibetan gazelle
70—Belonging to
72—In between
75—A talk
77—To mistake
78—Eggs
79—Sore on eye

1— Devoured
2— Venetian boat
3—Conjunction
4—Thus
5—Like
6— Exclamation of regret
7— Free from dirt
£—Established (abbr.)
10—Bone
11—Nothing
12—Migrate
14— Comical character of Dlckene
15— To decay
16— Indefinite article
22—Exclamation
24—Idiot
25— Principal artery
26— Cover of a vessel
29—European river
32— Preposition
33— The black art
35—Extents
36— Note of musical scale
37— Pasture
39—Conventional
41—Grass rug
43—Small noticee
46— Whale fat
47— Manganese (abbr.)
49--------- ho and a bottle of rum
50—Affinity
52—To employ
53—He or she died (legal abbr.)
64—Trap
56—Instrumental duet
69—Fury
62—First name “Arabian Nights”
character
64—Bird of fable
66— Nickname of a war President
67— Point of compass
69—Preposition
71—Dying (Scotch)
73— Initials of a President
74— Preposition
75— Note of musical scale
76— Pronoun

50*

■■■■■■ Pouts of Planes to Establish Airplant Bata,
cooooo Proposed Routes of ExplorationFlights

l5« jrswn'n Map Dipt, of The National Geographic Society
no*
100*

*O*

Raymond Richards, formerly of this
place and who now has a government
position In San Domingo, is visiting
his sister, Mrs. Loring Athearn at
North Hope.
Wednesday evening
Mr. and Mrs. Athearn and suns, and
Mr. Richards spent with their auntf
Mrs. Dora Berry.
H. C. Pond of Union was a busi
ness caller in town recently.
Members of the C. W. Club In a
body attended the pictures at Union
Thursday evening and report a pleas
ant entertainment.
Transportation
was furnished by Alton Pease, Carroll
Fenwick and Alton Hammond.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Harwood of
Hope were callers Thursday evening
on Mrs. Harwood's sister, Mrs. Grace
Johnson.
Austin Towle of North Grafton.
Mass., was recently a caller of his
father, Charles Towle.

COLOR IT NEW WITH

“DIAMOND DYES”
Beautiful home
dyeing and tinting
is guaranteed with
Diamond
Dyes.
Just dip in cold
water to tint soft,
delicate shades, or
boil to dye rich,

|>enuanent

colors.

Each 15-cent pack
age contains di
rections so simple
any woman can
dye or tint lin
gerie, silks, ribbons, skirts, waists,
dresses, coats, stockings, sweaters,
draperies, coverings, hangings, every
thing new.
Buy “Diamond Dyes”—no other
kind and tell your druggist whether
the material you wish to color is wool
or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton,
or mixed goods.

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP
k
LINES*
1

Inc.

BOSTON & BANGOR LINE
STANDARD TIME
Leave Bangorldally except Sunday)
at 2 P. M„ Winterport 2.45 P. M.,
Bucksport 3.30 P. M., Belfast
5 P. M„ Camden 5.45 P. M„ Rock
land 8 P. M., due Boston following
morning about 7 A. M. Return:
Leave Boston G P. M. (Daylight
Saving Time).
Leave Rockland (daily except Mon
day) at 5 A. M.
Camden 5.45
A. M„ Belfast 7.15 A. M., Bucks
port 8.45 A. M„ Winterport 9.15
A. M., due Bangor 10 A. M.
BAR HARBOR AND
BLUE HILL LINES

Leave Rockland (daily except Mon
day) at 5 A. M. Returning leave
Bar Harbor 1 P. M. and Blue Hill
12.30 P. M. for all landings In each
direction.
Sailings daily from India Wharf
Boston, for New York at 5 P. 11.
(Daylight Saving Time).

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

Finding of a new continent, „ ex for flying. Cape Hubbard, the fly tions as bases and winter quarters.
It might be possible to remove
ploration of one of the world’s most ing base, is known as the ‘Cape
Out of Etah the flyers will make
The direct route between
picturesque lake countries, blazing a Horn or the North.’
a reconnaissance of North Green- liquor from politics, but we are be
ginning to apprehend that the
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HA
trail across a frozen Sahara, and ac
Etah, the ship base, and head- land. The coastline of North GreenVEN, STONINGTON ANO SWAN’S
quiring color photographs of flowers quarters of the radio station WNP land has been explored in detail and , patient wouldn’t survive the opera
ISLAND
and Ashes that civilized man has through which MacMillan will send is clearly mapped. But of the in tion.—Columbia ttecord.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
never seen—these are a few of the home news of the explorations land ice comparatively little is
(Subject to change without notice)
major possibilities of the MacMillan through the National Geographic So known. Nansen, in 1888, crossed
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.
Arctic Expedition under the auspices ciety, nestles on the shores of Greenland directly from east to
1924.
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
of the National Geographic Society.
North Greenland, along the narrow west. That cross section was made,
at
5.30
A
M
,
for
Stonington,
North Haven,
The expedition will utilize two genii est part of Smith Sound, some 700 however, below* the Arctic Circle
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
of ipodern invention, aircraft and miles from the North Pole. The ar where the island-continent is about
Returning leaves Rnckland at 1.30 P. M.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington an I
radio; the first to carry men where rival of the Kane Expedition there three hundred miles across. Peary
Swan’s Island.
they never have gone by land or sea. in 1854 was the first visit of white cut across the northwest corner in
B. II. STLNRON.
and the second to waft the explorers’ men.
the nineties. The only other cross
General Agent.
Rockland Maine, Oct 6, 1924.
voices to American homes from
The tiny settlement has a beauti ings were those of Rasmussen and,
frozen lands which most of mankind ful harbor, with cliffs rising from D© Quervain, each in 1912, and
will never visit.
the water’s edge to 1,100 feet, en Koch, in 1913.
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
i
Not only will the United States closing one of the few good har
Frozen Sahara of Greenland
Trains Leave Rockland for
Navy’s airplanes seek to “spot” the bors is ’North Greenland. Fortu
“We 3k after week,” said Peary
Augusta, A §7.00 a. m., f7.45 a. m., jl.10 p. m.
land that is believed to be shrouded nately, the harbor opens to the
Bangor, A§7.00a. m., t?.45 a. m., tl.10 p. in.
“one sees outside himself and his
Boston. A $7.00 a. in , 17.45a. ni , fl-IOp. m.
in the million unknown square miles southwest, whence few gales arise.
party only three things, the infinite
Brunswick, A§7.00 a. in., 17.45 a. m.. tl.10 p. m.;
Solution will appear in next Issue.
that lie between America’s flag at
Memories of Former Explorers
to.35 p. tn.
•
expanse of the frozen plain, the in
Point Barrow and the Stars and
L.iwLton, A§7.00a. m., |7.45a. m., fl.10 p. m.
finite
dome
of
the
cold
blue
sky,
and
“An explorer of the North cannot
Vork. tl.lOp. in.
Stripes that Peary planted at the
Portland, A§7.00 a. m., f7.45 a. m., tl-10 p. m.,
enter Etah without being over the cold white sun.” But thif
Pole.
t"».35 p. in.
whelmed witli memories of the frozen Sahara may contain undis
Witerville, A J7.00 a.m., t7.45a.m.t 11.10p.m.
EAST WALDOBORO
Will Explore Many Unknown Areas
Solution to Saturday's Puzzle
covered
mountain
ranges.
It
offers
/'for//
know he's
Woolwich, A§7.00 a. m., |7.45 a nt. tl.10 p m ;
past,” says Commander MaoMillan.
j
'I//
JVOT Well.
The planes also will fly over the lit “As one enters Smith Sound he is an unusual invitation to exploration
|5.35 p. m.
Mrs. Clarence Coffin was a guest
t Daily,except Sundays.
§ Sundays only.
tle known ice cap of Greenland, pene on the threshold of stirring events in by aviation, for it probably is the
,
i"l
Tkrrr is no rrswn for you
of Mrs. Charles Bowers Thursday.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
'
“
'
“
/uu
______
-f'
,
“
ol<
or
world’s largest expanse of practical
trate
the
Eskimo-storied
lake
coun

Mrs. Isaac Mank. Miss Rena Wiley
the
history
of
Arctic
exploration.
TSt]
wich.
try of inner Baffin Island, with Its On the starboard bow lie the Crys ly dead level surface. It presents ixjsand Byron Whittaker were in Rock
.look •/ good health
game and birds and fish, and pierce tal Palace cliffs and famous Pan sibilities unprobed for an aeronauti
land recently.
the forbidding and practically un dora harbor. Just beyond is Port cal high-road as a route to Europe,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rlnes of
known parts of romantic Labrador. Foulke. headquarters of the Hayes offering the whole length of Green
Wiscasset were at John Coffin's Sun
They will fly northward from the Expedition of 1860-61 and Foulke land, 1500 miles, as a landing field.
day.
world’s
northermost
settlement, Fiord where Peary wintered in 1899It is in the interior of Baffin Is
Mr. and Mrs. RaForest I. (Mank
ASSEMBLING
Etah, and seek new knowledge of 1900.
Littleton Island recalls the land—an interior of some 200,000
were in South Waldoboro Sunday to
TESTING
the
topography
of
Ellesmere
Island
j
unknown
square
miles
—
that
Camnames
of*Kane,
Hall,
Young,
Nares,
attend the funeral of her father,
REBUILDING AND
and its giant peninsula, Grant Lind. Beebe and Greely.
Watch your bowels! Constipation produces disease, mis
On Polaris mander MaoMillan believes the Navy
REPAIR WORK
George N. Winchenbach.
When
MacMillan
’
s
two
vessels
flyers
wiii
“
spot
”
thousands
of
ery,
inefficiency,
premature
old
age,
senility.
Have
your
Beach
the
remnants
of
the
Charles
Capt. Charles Coffin, Mr. and Mrs.
EXPERT ADVICE
cross the Labrador to Greenland Francis Hall Expedition wintered in lakes, centers of a rich animal, bird
bowels moved today? Il not, you are constipated. They
Aubrey Coffin and son Walter of
they may follow the same course as 1872-73. Cape Sabine marks the and fish life. This belief is based on
Aina were at Clarence Coffin’s Sun
should act at least twice daily to be healthy. They should
that sailed by Leif, the son of Eric scene of the Greely tragedy, where the tales of the nomad Eskimos who
day.
be kept open to Carry off the parts of food the body does
the Red, 500 years before Columbus now stands the National Geographic are the only human beings that have
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Messrs. Frieswyck, Stuart and
not use, and which, if left in the body, become horrible and
discovered America.
Society's bronze tablet memorial in penetrated large areas of this In
Vandyke of Whitinsville. Mass., spent
loathsome poisons which breed sickness and often fatal
MacMillan will compare the Norse memory of the brave Americans who terior.
the weekend at Harold Orff’s.
DR. E. W. PEASLEE
ruins of Labrador with those of lost their lives there in behalf of ex
Waste and Ruins of Labrador
disease. If your bowels don’t move, they need help badly.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson, Mrs.
John Collin and family and Charles
Nearly as large an area remains
Sadie Black and Miss Jessie Black Bowers anil family were in Wiscasset Greenland and the mind’s eye of the ploration. Cairn Point and Refuge
DR.
L. M. RICHARDSON
expedition members along this route Harbor, with Rensselaer Harbor be to be explored in the bleak interior
were in Rockland Sunday.
Dr.
Caldwell
’
s
Sunday.
yond,
echo
the
mighty
struggle
to
cannot but be impressed by the
,
Dentists
of Labrador. Here wandering Eski
Miss Fannie Keene spent the week
Tel. 38.
375 Main St.
Rockland
The Social Club met with Mrs. amazing navigation contrast of the disclose the secrets of the North mo tribes tell of the reindeer and
end at Orff's Corner.
land.
”
Office Hour*: 8:30 to 5:00
fur bearing animals to be found in
Mrs. M. A. Bowers Is with Mrs. James Mank Thursday afternoon. centuries that lie between Llef’s
Tueidey
and
Friday
Evening
6:30
to 8:00
Between Etah and Avel Heiberg the
Fourteen members and six visitors hypothetical voyage and AlacMillan’s.
plateau
behind
Labrador’s
Lena Heron at the village.
59-tf
There arises the picture of the Land sprawls Ellesmere
Island, coastal mountains and fish-famed
were
present.
Roll
call,
clippings
W. H. Keene and L. L. Mank were
The Family Laxative
Vikings’
clinker-built,
undecked which vies in its Irregularity with coastal waters*
and
items
of
Interest
were
read;
W. A. JOHNSTON. NEO. PHO.
jn Gardiner Saturday.
Celebes. Its black, serrated peaks
But it is particularly the Norse
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coffin of Bel readings by Mesdames Miller, Bowers boats, ill-fitted to fight the relent
JOHNSTON’S DRUO STORK
—gently opens the gates of clogged-up bowels and allows
less ice-pack; no power, no charts, rise out of snow-bound valleys, cut ruins of Lihrador that MacMillan
and
Mank:
conundrums
and
letter
fast spent the weekend at Clarence
COMPLETE DRUO AND SUNDRY
nature to restore a healthful condition. It is the prescription
guessing contest prizes won by Mrs. no sextant, no chronometers, not by winding glaciers.
wishes to visit, ruins which may
Coffin’s.
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
even a compass. The explorers of
For a long time separate parts of help round out the story of the
Dr.
Caldwell
used
for
years
in
his
extensive
practice
and
Brackett
and
Mrs.
G.
Mank.
Re

PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DEMr. and Mrs. S. J. Burrows. Mrs.
1925 go aboard the Bowdoin, with its the island were known by separate Norseman’s voyage in the eleventh
VEL0PIN0. PRINTING AND EN
freshments
were
served.
Next
meet

consists
of
a
pleasing
liquid
combination
of
Egyptian
senna,
Alice Burrows, Mrs, C. F. Jackson
LARGING.
watertight decks, white oak tim names. These still are preserved as
and Mrs. F. Wotton of South Waldo ing will lie June 4 with Mrs. Percy bered, sheathed with Ironwood and local designations. The northern century from Greenland’s shores.
pepsin and aromatics. People have used it for over 30 years,
370
Main Street, Rockland
The order in which the Expedi
Miller.
boro were at L. L, Mank’s Sunday.
and it has kept millions healthy ar.d well.
reinforced
forward
with
steel most section is Grant Land; next to tion’s work is to be undertaken will
sheathing. She is driven by oil en the south lies Grinhell Land; and not be determined until the scientific
DR. T. L. McBEATH
It Helps Nature Do What Our
gines, she has comfortable cabins further in the same direction, personnel to be named by the Na
Modes of Living Prevent
and is electric lighted; she has Ellesmere Lind. Sverdrup cleared up tional Geographic Society is com
Osteopathic Physician
The work of professional men, clerks,
charts, sextants, chronometers and the doubtful topography of Elles pleted and they, in consultation with
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
bookkeepers, students, shop men and
spirit compasses corrected for de mere Island in 1899, hut he added Commander iMaoMillan and the U.
Talapktaa 130
nearly
every
cne
today,
because
of
deviation to the tenth of a point. Her still another name, calling the ex S. Navy flyers, lay out the detailed
00 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
fic.cr.t
muscular
activity,
tends
to
pro

Graduate of American 8ehool
companion ship will carry the treme southwestern portion, King program of the summer’s work.
duce censtipation. If you are consti
‘boats that give men wings’ as the Oscar Land.
Oeteopathy
pated,
you
need
Dr.
Caldwell
’
s
Syrup
I Eskimos put it, and the 'Bowdoin
Hayes First at Etah
ON PART TIME BASIS
Pepsin.
10.000,000
bottles
used
annu

has aboard instruments that will
ARTHUR L. ORNE
William Baffin was the first white
ally prove its effectiveness.
nalr, and Karnak, and Karnak only, carry the crew’s voices back home
It is sold everywhere medicine is sold—
Mrs. Dostie’s Four Years of to thank for it,” declares Mrs. Dostie. to their families, 1500 or 2000 miles man to see Ellesmere Island, when This the Word In Many of the In
and guaranteed. Try it at our risk; Y°“r
he sailed almost to the head of dustries—Building Craftsmen Busy.
Insurance
d-uggutl will return your money if it fails
Dyspepsia and Stomach “For over four years I had suf away.
Baffin Bay in 1616; hut no white
Successor to A.
Erskine
Oo.
fered from dyspepsia and stomach
to
Jo
as
promised.
Farther north the expedition’s man set foot on this land until 185 4
Industrial employment and busi
Trouble Quickly Over trouble and paid out money for medi ships
TAKE
417
MAIN
ST
................
ROCKLAND
will make the way through When Hayes, a member of Kanete
PEPSIN SYRUP COMPANY
Mentlee'U, Ulinets
come By Sensational Medi cine, but before I got Karnak I dread Melville Bay where, even in expedition, crossed the frozen sound ness conditions In Maine are in gen
DRCALBWEIB
SYRUP PEPSIN
J».lf C4HIW IMMATURE”
couldn’t find anything that seemed to July, they may encounter great, un
eral similar to those in other parts of
DR. JAMES KENT
from
Greenland
and
surveyed
a
sec

do me a particle of good, that’s why broken ice fields, weighing count
cine.
the country where like conditions
Osteopath
it seems all the more remarkable that less tons, impinging against the edge tion of the coast.
Baffin Bay and the sounds and prevail at this season of the year,
Karnak should put me in such won of the fast ice. Many a ship has
38 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
WORTH WEIGHT IN
according to the monthly survey
channels
north
of
it
leading
to
the
derful health in such a short time.
entrapped when caught be Polar Sea came to he known as “the made public by the employment serv
Telephone 323
86-if
GOLD, SHE DECLARES “Everything I ate seemed to turn been
tween these mighty masses. Old
ice of the Department of Labor. Part
to gas in my stomach which caused salts tell grim stories of tragedies American route” in polar explora time operations obtain in the ma
tion, and Ellesmere Island, forming
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
No Medicine Has Ever Before my heart to jump and beat so ir here in the whaling days; how, in one shore of this waterway, was jority of the industries throughout
regularly that I thought it Was af 1857, a southerly wind drove the
Attorney and Counselor at
the
State
causing
a
surplus
of
labor.
used
after
1854
by
several
expediReceived the Wonderful fected. The distress in my stomach pack down on a whole fleet, crushed
Railroad repair shops continue on a
Law
would
make
me
so
restless
that
I
Indorsement Now Being couldn’t get any sound sleep, and I two of the ships and ground them to
five day week basis and shoe anl
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
bits. In a single year twenty-two
cotton textile plants are working the
Accorded Karnak.
became so dreadfully nerv< nlfc that the ships met such a fate—one of them,
Teleptonet—Office 468) House 693-R
reduced forces.
least noise would simply startle me. the Race Horse, literally was turned
Some
Improvement
was
noted
In
CALL
LIVE
BUSINESS
HOUSES
WHOSE
WATCHWORD
IS
SERVICE
Unqualified praise for Karnak, the I was down to 115 pounds in weight inside out and her keel was forced
Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
the pulp and paper industry during
sensational medicine on sale in Rock and terribly discouraged.
up through her deck.
April.
-Building
is
active,
and
these
DENTIST
LAUNDRY WORK
“Well, it was the surprise of my
land, at the Corner Drug Store, is
OILS ANO GREASES
Base For Airplane Flights
craftsmen are well employed.
A
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS
now being heard all over Maine from life how quickly this grand Karnak
shortage of farm help Is reported in
Etah, nearest inhabited spot to
hundreds of men and women In all began helping me. Why, in three
Call 170
Call 12”
Above Huston-Tuttle Bonk Store
some sections.
walks of life who have been benefited days’ time I felt like a different per- the North Pole, will be the expedi
THURSTON OIL CO.
Conditions
in
Camden
are
sum

People
’
s
Laundry
ROCKLAND, ME.
39tf
by its remarkable health building ison. I kept taking the medicine and tion’s ship base. When MacMillan
marized as follows:
17 Limerock Street
Wholesale and Retail
(steadily improving until now, since arrived there in 1913 he found o
powers;
ff
“Practically all mills are running,
We do all kinds of Laundry
No medicine has ever before re taking four bottles, I am perfectly “serious congestion”—the residents'
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Oils for All Purposes
Work. Family Washing
some on part time basis, while others
ceived the high indorsement that is well again. I just eat as hearty of had increased to 19 men, women and I
Offlaa Heurt: I te 8 ted 7 te ( P. M.
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
are working overtime.
The sur
From Etah the U. S. J
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
being accorded Karnak. Almost with anything I want at .any time and children.
Raaldtaaa ustll 8 A. M. ted by Aeielil
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
plus of workers in the woolen indus
out exception people who have taken don’t have a sign of dyspepsia or I’avy planes will fly back and forth i
Corner Park and Broad Sta.
Talaskeee 184
Shirts, Collars.
try is gradually being absorbed in
it report the most gratifying results, stomach trouble any more I have ac- to Cape Hubbard, on Axel Heiberg
THOMA8TON. ME.
outdoor work.
Extensive building
Now comes Mrs. Delvina Dostie, tually gone up from 115 pounds to Island, to establish a flying base for
operations keep local tradesmen well
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
highly esteemed resident of IS Ken 128 U pounds in weight. I will al the flights over the vast, unknown
MONUMENTS
engaged with plenty of men avail
dall street, Augusta, Me., who reports ways bless the (lay 1 got Karnak. It’s area that lies between Point BarA. C. MOORE
Telephone Connection
able.
Farm labor conditions report
a remarkable gain of 13 pounds in I just too wonderful for words to ex row, Alaska, and the (North Pole.
The explorer’s living com|x«nions
ed as fair.”
weight and an end of her four years press.”
Gilchrest
Piano Tuner
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu on Axel Heiberg Island will be*]
of suffering from dyspepsia and
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
Monumental Works
stomach trouble by use of this great sively by the Corner Drug Store; in white wolves, whose tracks are in
Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall termingled with those of musk oxen
medicine.
L. R. CAMPBELL
"It just seems like a miracle to me( Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy and white caribou. In the winter it
to be feeling so good after all my Co. and by the leading druggist in is a place of bleak, biting winds;
Attorney At Law
the summer conditions are excellent
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RADIO SERVICE
R. W. TYLER
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AUGUSTA WOMAN GAINS
13 POUNDS ON KARNAC
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VINALHAVEN
Tlie Umbrella Club met with Mrs.
Fred Grey Thursday night at her
home.
Refreshments were served.
At the regular meeting of Oeean
Round Rebekah Lodge, tonight, there
will be work.
Miss Fla villa Arey. who Is conva
lescing from a recent operation, was
remembered by a shower of post
cards and other gifts in honor of her
birthday Saturday.
There was a large attendance at
Union church ?demorial Sunday.
The few remaining members of the
good old (1. A. R. were present with
the other patriotic orders—American
.egion, Sons of Veterans and La
ASPIRIN”
dles of tht^G. A. R„ Lafayette Carve.Corps and Ladles Auxiliary.
The
church was artistically decorated and
Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are
Rev. Albert G. Henderson preached a
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
most interesting and impressive ser
mon.
Mrs. Henderson was soloist
by millions and prescribed by physicians for 25 years.
and her selections were finely ren
dered, also the special music by the
choir.
Horace Bray was at the or
Accept only “Bayer” package
gan.
which contains proven directions.
Miss Pauline Hennigar was pleas
Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
antly surprised Thursday evening at
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
her home by her sister, Mrs. Langtry
> Aspirin Is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacctlcacidester of Salicyllcacld
imlth and ’party of friends.
The
occasion was In honor of her birth
day. Games were played, the prizes
being awarded to Bylie Lyford and
ST. GEORGE
Walter Smith. About 21 were present
Mrs. Magune and daughter Kitty
and refreshments were served which
^of Cambridge. Mass., have opened
included a large birthday cake. Miss
* their summer home, Sunnydell.
Hennigar also received many gifts.
Miss C. H. Robinson of Spruce j]
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett and Avis John- ,
Head is vlsting her niece, Mrs. Nel
Insist on Having
son spent the weekend at the Ames j
lie Kinney.
farm, Calderwood's Neck.
A part
Alfred Hocking was a business vis
of the outing was made In the Ames
itor at Vinalhaven recently.
motor boat “The Swan" and they
1). A. Hathorn and son Alex were
visited the Peabody cottage at North
recent callers at relatives in Warren.
Haven Thoroughfare, Goose Rock
Rodney Kinney and family were
Light, the estate of Eastholm.
Sunday visitors of friends at (’Ink
Elmer Simmons is at Knox Hos
Island.
/
pital, where he recently underwent
Mrs. Lilia Hocking and grand
an operation for appendicitis.
daughter Marion Riley, who have
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Knowlton and
been several weeks in Medfield,
son Alfred returned Saturday from
Mass., have returned home.
Rockland where they attended the fu
AT YOUR DEALERS
Mrs. Lillias Robinson spent Wedneral services of iMr. Knowlton's
day in Rockland, guest of relatives.
Mrs. Ella Robinson kept house for her father, ’'Imus Shuman. Friends father.
E. A. Smalley has been re-elected
her.
extend symputhy.
Superintendent of Schools and has
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Pierson were
Mrs. J. A. G Hebrew: and Man. D.
dinner guests of Mrs. Jenkins Wed W. Mann were recent visitor:; in recently purchased the house be
lodging to the late Bertha L. Hopkins.
nesday.
Rockland.
/
Mrs. Bertha Raymond and mother
Mrs. E. G. Williamson of Rockland
Mr:.. Sidney Robinson of Redntone,
was a caller at J. A. Gilchrest’s Wed N. IL, who has been visiting relatives Mrs. Marcia Healey arrived Satur
day from their winter's sojourn in
nesday.
here, returned home,Friday.
Fruitland Park, Fla.
Mrs. Warren Kinney and son.JunMr. and Mrs. 1\. L. Newhall and son
iMjss Blanche Hamilton and Miss
I ior of Portland, who have been guests Roger of Rockland were recent call
Pauline Hennigar were soloists at the
1 of their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. ers at J. A. Gilchrest’s.
evening service at Union church.
/ W. J. Caddy, have returned home.
A shower party was given Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Thomas base returned
As for Fine Three Crow Ground Mrs. Carl Burgess Wednesday even
from North Waldoboro where sh<- Nutmeg in the patent sifter top* Can,
ing at their home.
Refreshments
was called by the illness and death of —adv.
were served ami tlie newly married
couple were recipients of many useful
gifts.

SAY “BAYER

and INSIST!

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

Springs, Mattresses

Truly Satisfying

SALADA'

B61X

Always has the pure, delicious
flavor that has earned for it the
largest sale in North America*

GREEN'S ISLAND
Thomas Webster and Messrs. Beni
and Turner, government workmen are
at Saddle Back light station makln:
repairs. ’
Mr. and Mrs. Wells of Vinalhaven
and Saddle Back were visitors at
Heron Neck light station last Tues
day.
Mrs. Fred Robbins received word
Saturday that her sister Mrs. Clif
ford Robbins was that, morning op
erated on at the Bradbury Memorial
Hospital at Belfast for appendicitis.
All hope for a siieedy recovery.
Mrs. Fred Robbins left Sunday for
Vinalhaven.
From there she will go
to Rockland on business for a few
days.

□□□St Brothers
TOURING

CAR

When summer invites you into the
country, you will appreciate more
than ever the advantages of Dodge
Brothers Touring Car. Open to fresh
air and sunlight the Touring Car
is healthful and delightful to drive.
1 life ’

Moreover, it is common kriowledge
everywhere that Dodge Brothers
product is dependable,. and will
carry you on your way without
annoyance — and at small cost.
The price is $885 f. o. b. Detroit—$670 delivered.
f I

DYER’S

GARAGE

Rockland Dealers

TEL 124

OLD
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There's Father comings
with my Wrigley's /

F

TaiitH/onx

Qiouse

You will be money ahead if
you do, because (1) paint adds
to the value of a house; (2)
paint saves repair bills.

Here we behold one of the best
known outfits connected with the
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corpora
HIGH STANDARD PAINT
tion.
From the “Gregory” to the
southernmost limit of the company’s
Has been noted for its excel
plant everybody knows “Danny.”
lence and economy for more
The oegupant of the wagon does not
than fifty years. It goes on
show so distinctly, hut if the horse
easily, hides perfectly, covers
is “Danny” it is a safe bet that “the
a large area per gallon, and
man behind” is “Benny.”
dries to a beautiful weather
To the employes of the lime com
proof finish—a finish that will
pany this is introduction enough, hut
retain its beauty and protect
for the benefit of some unenlight
your house for years.
ened person who never vvas in Rock
Let us show you color panels
land and who never heard of “Danny”
and tell you how little it will
or “Benny” be it explained that the
cost to beautify your home.
driver and owner of the outfit is Ben
jamin F. Collamore, superintendent
H. H. CRIE & CO.
of kilns. The biographer neglected
to ask his middle name, but if it runs
ROCKLAND, ME.
true to form it is, of course Franklin.
Several other events made the
year 18-54 a memorable one in Rock
land’s history besides the birth of
Ben Collamore. In that year Rock
land became a city, and in that year
OWL’S HEAD
Crockett block was built. Qne might
Joseph Bukminster of Dexter is go on indefinitely, but after all it is
spending the summer here with his the story of Supt. Collamore which
concerns us at this writing.
wife.
Skipping the details Incidental, in
trover C. Young. Mrs. Ella Simpi. 'Mrs. E. H. iSt. Clair, Earle which Ben proved himself as busy
Young, Virginia Slmpsun and Mrs. and as mischievous as the average
Teresa M. Y. Whitmore and Miss Lil Rockland boy, we find him first em
lian Whitmore of Rockport motored ployed in the store of Albert F. Ames
to Port Clyde in Mr. Young's new (the old buildings just south of
Crockett block).
Buick car Sunday.
And then one day the late A. F.
Mrs. P. IL Plalsted and daughter
Florence of Waterville, were here' Crockett said: ‘'Ben, I’m going to
hire you as my superintendent of
over Sunday.
Mrs. D. A. Whitmore and daughter kilns.”
•Illian of Rockport returned to their
Twenty three years elapsed before
home Sunday after visiting with rel Ben Collamore went on a different
atives in town.
payroll. Then it was the same job,
Allen Borgerson, Frank Itoss, Wal with tlie same title. The business of
ter Ross and Emery St. Clair spent A. F. Crockett & Co. had been merged
the day Sunday at Alford's Lake. into the new syndicate, and Mr. ColFrank was the lucky guy.
lamore’s new boss was the RocklandRockport Lime Co. And that’s his
job today. It is doubtful if the coun
STONINGTON
try boasts another man who pos
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Warren re sesses an equal knowledge of lime
turned from St. Petersburg, Fla., last kilns, but intimate as much to Ben,
week.
and he would probably' say “Oh,
D. J. Noyes, accompanied by shucks !” and blush to the roots of
George Harwood Noyes, is spending a his hair.
few days at his cottage af Lake On
Mr. Collamore’s jurisdiction does
awa.
He took with him a boat for not include Jhe Gas Kilns, but be
service (in the lake.
tween the Northend "Pets” and the
Frank Gross has gone to Stony Solithend kilns, 21 in all, he has a
Creek, Conn., where lie has employ mbit’s job.
ment cutting stone.
“How times have rtianged,” re
Frank Jones has moved into one of marked Supt. Collamore to the
the Bicknell houses which he lias re Bulletin man. And out of his remin
cently purchased.
iscent mood emerged a number of
Edward Hickey has come to take highly interesting facts.
charge of the Sealing department of -He recalled that there is now hut
one lime manufacturer living who
the North Lubec sardine factory.
James O. Robbins has built a store was in business when lie began.
on Main street for the stile of gro That man is Cornelius Dohertyceries and confectionery.
long since retired, but just as much
Mrs. Henry Bassick has gone home interested as ever in the industry
which forms tlie backbone of Knox
to New York for a short stay.
William Small received another County.
Commencing farthest north lie al
load of bankrupt stock Saturday.
lowed bis fancy to stroll along the

whole water front and before his
mind’s eye there passed in review
those captains of industry who held
the turn on Rockland’s lime busi
ness until the process of evolution
developed the present corporation
and one of the greatest plants in
the country. The outstanding con
cerns in that list were A. J. Bird &
Co., Gregory & Kimball, A. F.
Crockett & Co., Albert F. Ames, Wil
liams & Dean, 1<. C. Rankin & Son,
A. C. Gay & Co., Farrand & Spear,
Joseph Abbott & Son, Cobb Lime
Company, Robert W. Messer, White
& Case, and Charles H. Pressey.
There were other lime-burners, to
be sure, but in tlie above list were
the inen who furnished the bulk
of tlie production, and through tlie
medium of Rockland lime put Rock
land, Maine on tlie map.
“I can remember,” said Supt. Col
lamore, “when A. F. Crockett & Co.
had 800 cords of kiln wood come from
Nova Scotia at one time. I have
seen lime sold In New York at 50
cents a barrel, and freights 10 cents.
I have seen lime trimmed at 60
cents a hundred, witli 200 barrels a
good day’s work. I have seen men
on the kilns at $1.25 a day of 12
hours.
What a contrast the present situa
tion offers. The kilnmen earn bet
4er than three times that amount,
working an eight-hour day, and
sharing In the profits of tlie busi
ness by tlie payment of a bonus
based on kiln production.
In tlie old days there were 41.
kilns. Today there are only 27, but
six of them are gas kilns with a verj
large producing capacity, and the
others are greatly improved over
tlie old type,
The pioneers of the lihie industry
knew but two varieties, lump and
common. Fancy their amazement if
they were alive today to see tlie di
versified product.
“Danny” and his owner have
“fished” upland down Main street
many years without ever getting a
bite. Mr. Collamore owns a brant’
new Dodge ear, and has bad an autobobile license nine years, but he
pins his faith in Old Dobbin, es
pecially since he was run into twice
by recreant motorists.
He is the only superintendent of
tlie company who has been with it
since the syndicate was formed. He
has been a member of Knox Lodge
of Odd Fellows 43 years, which is
another evidence that he is
“stayer.”
He voted for Samuel J. Tilden the
first time he went into a Presidential
election, and is the only Democratic
vote he ever threw. jSome men are
Republicans because their fathers
were but not so Ben Collamore. He
is tlie only Republican in his family
“But I’in no politician, mind you,”
lie said.—From the Lime Bulletin.

Wrigleys gives the penny a bigger
value in delightful, long-lasting and
beneficial refreshment.

Coming home on the train or in the
car - It's so cool and sweet after
smoking. And then when you get home
how eager the little folks are for their
Wrigley’s ! How good it is for them!

WRKLEYS
"after every meal'

When Better Automobile. Are Built, Buick Will Build Them

r-is-M-x
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SUNSET
Mrs. S. Eva Sylvester has been
very sick with the grippe.
At one
time her condition was very serious
her heart being in a weakened con
dition.
Mrs. Miller Colby is confined to the
house with an attack of tlie grippe,
contracted by caring for her mother.
Walter Scott, Jr., is feeling very
badly over the loss of bis pet chicken,
which disappeared one night while
Walter was asleep.
Mrs. Frank McVeigh is recovering
from the grippe.
Miss Gladys Haskell,, the genial
clerk in P. J. Eaton’s store lias been
off duty for a few days with the
grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Marshall mo
tored from Boston Friday in a large
touring car purchased by Capt. E. L,
Marshall and are stopping with Mrs.
B. F. Howard.
Fred W. Sylvester has been doing
some farm work and moving a small
building for William J. Weymouth.
Mrs. George Fifield of Brewer is
spending a few days at her Sunset
house. She is taking hack a load of
furniture to use in the furnished
rooms that she lets.
The hoys from Sunshine, Clyde
Conary and Elmer McDonald have
been very successful ibis week in the
big catch of hafibut which they have
been selling to housewives, who in
turn serve a delicious meal to the men
folks.
Mr. and Mrs. Greenlaw, nee Miss
Minnie Lufkin, are being congratu
lated on the birth of a baby hoy, horn
Saturday morning, May 23.
. I

MARTINSVILLE
There was quite an audience out to
hear Mr. Packard on Sunday morning
and it seemed like old times.
lie
will he here next Sunday.
Mrs. Elsie Giles and Mrs. Irene
Bond are at home for tlie summer.
Miss Mildred Bachelder is at home.
Several from here attended the
evening session of the S. S. Conven
tion held at St. George Friday and
report an interesting meeting.
Mrs. Farrington Hart has returned
home from a visit in Rockland with
her daughter, Mrs. Forrest Teele.
Margaret Harris spent the week
end at home.
O. M. Clark at Medford, Mass., was
a recent guest of Capt. and Mrs. Ed
ward Harris.
G. N. Bachelder has bought a
Dodge sedan, special.
The ladles will hold their next
meeting at the Grange halUon June 4.

APPLETON RIDGE

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Cummings,
Mrs. Earl Bradford and son Alden
and Mr. Cole of Augusta were guests
at A. II. and L. N. Moody’s Tuesday.
Roland Edgecomb has leased the
farm owned by Mrs. Minnie Brown
and children and is farming there.
Mr. and Mrs. M. ’M. Brown and
daughter Julia of the village and Mrs
Grace Brown spent Thursday in
Rockland.
Several from here attended the
North Knox S. S. Association held at
tlie Community
Baptist
church
Thursday.
L. N. Moody and A. G. Pitman were
in Camden and Rockport Thursday.
THE MAN WANTED
A. G. Pitman and son Johnson and
Under this heading, Motor West W. M. and C. F. Newbert were in
Thomaston Saturday.
offers the following:
Wanted—A man for hard work and
rapid promotion, who can find things
to be done without the help of a man
ager and three assistants.
A man who gets to work on time
in the morning and does not imperil
tlie lives of’others in an attempt to
be first out of the office at night.
A man who is neat in appearance,
and does not sulk for an hour’s over
time in emergencies.
Our 180 Page
A man who listens carefully when
he is spoken to, asks only enough
Catalog, Free
questions to insure accurate carrying
for the asking, lists
out of instructions.
| just what you want.
A man who moves quickly and
makes as little noise as possible about
The K & W dealer
it.
in your neighborA man who looks you straight in
I each item for you.
the eye and tells the truth every
I hood has or can get
time.
Write today
A man who does not pity himself
Kendall & Whitney
for having to dig in and hustle.
Portland, Me.
A man who is cheerful, courteous
IR25)
to everyone,' and determined to make
good.
If interested, apply, any hour, any
where, any place, to any one,

Cot

D e sc ri pt ion

£

uestion:

Why do
you find better work
manship in Buick
motor cars?

TENANT'S HARBOR
Mrs. Essie Barter, who has been
spending the winter in Massachusetts,
is at home for the present.
May 20 the social six of Martins
ville held a little party at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Jones, it
being Mr. Jones’ birthday. Icecream
and cake and music were enjoyed.
iMr. and Mrs. Alvin Richards and
daughter Beulah were the guests of
Mrs. Richards’ father, D. Hall and
brother, James Hall, at Elmore Sun
day.
Mrs. Caddie Wilson of Brunswick,
Ga., is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. IL
Rivers.
IMyron Wiley and family have re
turned home from Camden where
Mr. Wiley was employed in a woolen
mill.
Henry Allen was home over the
weekend.
Port Clyde Grammar (School recent
ly defeated Rockland Grammar School
in Rockland by the score of 6 to 4
with C. Smith behind the bat for Port
Clyde.
Maurice Simmons pitched
beautiful ball for the home hoys.
Smith got two singles and two
doubles.
Watch out for a return j
game at Port Clyde.
E. E. Allen has been lwving repair
work done on the bridge leading to
Iiis cottage.
The roll call at Puritan Rebekah
I.odge will be held May 28.
Mr. apd Mrs. Albion Williams mo
tored Io Union Sunday.

rtlSWCr.

Buick’s precision
methods are possible because of
Buick’s great volume. It would be im

possible to put such fine workmanship

into Buick cars for their price if Buick

built but a few thousand cars a year.

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
57 PARK STREET
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO
^Ttec/ZouJie^ut// cn t/c C'lfiffe

WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs and Miss
Marcia Ifianey were in Portland Sat
urday.
Harold Gonzales lias been a recent
guest at I. P. Bailey’s.
.Dr. B. L. Flanders of Rockland was
in town last week.
Mrs. J. V. Benner went to Malden
I Mass., Saturday.
J
Fred Lilly of Gardiner has been
I visiting l»is father, Charles Lilly.
Mrs. Chester Peterson of Brockton,
Mass., is tlie guest of her mother,
Mrs. (’ora Nash.
Mrs., Lena S. Heron has returned
1 after spending the winter in Massai chusetts and Chattanooga, Tenn.
Edward A. Trowbridge of Boston
j spent the weekend with bin sister,
I Mrs% Emma Trowbridge Potter.
Albert Riley of Hallowell lias been
[ a guest at S. A. Jones’.
Mrs. Jennie Linscott lias been
spending several days in Boston.
Charles W. Yannah, who lias been
visiting his sister, Mrs. Chester Jones,
has returned to Boston.
Tlge O.rammar School was closed
several days last week on account of
the illness of the teacher, Miss Ag
nes Creamer.

We also sell other produce which you raise, such
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, I urnips

Quick Returns

Best Prices

KINGMAN and
’HEARTY*
INC.
20 No. Side
Faneuil Hall Market

BOSTON
MASS.
T-M-tf

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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“ADAM AND EVA”

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

BATTERY G GOSSIP

Mrs. Cora Whitney spent Sunday
'Mrs. Clara Donaldson who had
Mrs. Ethel Burkett is very sick
been in town some weeks on ae- ' Thomaston
witli her daughter Mrs. Lillian Millwith pneumonia at her home on Company Now Recruited To
High
School
AjlTOHESS
count of the illness of a brother, re
man in Bath.
v\ ashington
street.
Her
many
r
J
Timuse^j
Seniors Tackle Big Project Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Parker of
Tn/%i ic
friends wish her a speedy recovery.
turned to her home in Bath Friday.
Within Four of Its Full
F. T. Simpson entertained a large
Miss Mary Kice was a guest in
Brunswick were guests at the home
For Annual Play.
'B’aBuoom *1»
Strength.
party of guests nt ills cottage over
the Oliver family at Oyster River
of her brother Jacob Newbert last
the weekend. The occnsion was in
Friday.
week.
r
CITIZENS
In choosing "Adam and Evn” for
the form of a party for Mr. and
Such excellent progress has been
While at work on a building for
A special meeting of St. Paul's
j
ATTENTION!
Mrs. Harry Joy who have been made in the recruiting of Battery G
Earl Coates Walter Currier . lacer this year's dramatic performance, to Lodge. F. & A. M will be held to
spending the week there.
that only four vacancies remain to he
ated his hand on a large nail. Th< he given in Watts hnll June 8. the attend the funeral of brother William
Seniors have laid out an ambitious
Fire Sunday morning destroyed filled before applicants are obliged to
wound is painful.
Bowden at 9..W o'clock Wednesday.
We have thousands of fine Geianiums ready for
the Day cottage on the lower Bay goon the waiting list. Enlistments thus
H. B. Shaw has returned from undertaking, for this amusing comedy
Class of '25 11. II. S have returned
^jtou. Also thousands of Good Seedlings. Write
View street road. The cause is un far for the month of May are: Austin
Boston. June first he will start ot is a real play, which ran over 300 from a very enjoyable trip to Wash
nights on Broadway only a few years
known as the (cottage was unoccu Brewer. Rockland, ex-service mar., to
his summer trips to Monhegan.
ington, D. C.
us your wants or call at our greenhouses, at
pied at the time. The property for be 1st sergeant; George Moody,
Mrs. Stanley Cushing spent the ago, and followed that up by three
Mrs. Veronica Gray has returned
successful seasons on the road, and
merly belonged to Mrs. Jennie Owl's Head, ex-service man, to be
weekend in Portland.
from Exeter wltere she spent the
253 Camden Street, Rockland
Prince and was being renovated and mess sergeant; Donald P. Kelsey,
The Mission Circle of the Baptist the students who play the parts need weekend.
reiKtlred by its new owners for tiie Rockland, ex-service man, (stock
church is meeting this (Tuesday) to be real actors—and incidentally, to
Mrs. It. W. Aulton of Alberta, P. E.
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
summer season. The alarm sounded clerk for the fyickland and Rockport
afternoon at 2 o’clock with Mrs. pay a real royalty for the use of the I., was the recent guest of Mis. Min
ploy. But the management believes
about 7.30 a. m. and at that tlnu the Ume Corporation), to be supply ser
John Brown. Gleason street.
nie Piper.
’’SILSBY’S”
building was well in Annies.
geant; Austin Philbrook, Rockland,
The Ladies’ Circle of the Baptist there is real entertainment for the
A special,six o'clock dinner was
The F. K. Allen market and gro ex-service man, as private.
church will meet in the vestry to audience in this kind of play and they served Sunday at Orchard Grill to
ROCKLAND, ME.
399 MAIN STREET ........
• , . «
cery store has been painted and
morrow afternoon. At 6 o’clock are emboldened by the fact that more Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar anl
5«tf
than
half
the
actors
have
already
won
cleaned throughout nnd Is now shin
Only five more drills before going
daylight, they will serve a baked
'V
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brennan o(
their
spurs
in
"The
Prince
and
the
ing for the coming summer business. into camp. Let s have a good attend
. bean supper. All are cordially in
Rockland.
Other out of town
TIE great popularity
Goose Girl” and other recent plays,
Camden High plays three baseball ance.
vited.
Wanted
guests for the day
were
Mr.
while
the
less
familiar
part
of
the
I games this week. Wednesday with
of Dutchess Trou
* * * *
John Richards is recovering from
nd Mrs. Lawrence Perry and Mr.
WANTED
—
Cook
for summer months at the'
cast is said to include some very
Captain Harrison P. MacAlman has
an attack of pneumonia.
sers is largely due to the | Vlnalhaven: Friday with Rocklant
nd Mrs. Carl Freeman of Rockland
Messer Cottage at Crescent Beadl
Good
The proand
Saturday
a
Memorial
Day
game
returned
from
a
business
trip
to
Bos

The Central Maine Power Co. has promising "dark horses.”
Lost
and
Found
wages.
Apply to GLEXX A LAWRENCE.
Mrs. Addie Carver of Vlnalhaven
wise care that the manu
at Union.
ton and Portland.
a crew at work raising the track dustion is under the competent di was the guest of her daughter Mrs.
Tel 26».__________J____________
• •• •
Dr. and Mrs. Green leave Wednes
LOST—Itoll of bills between Sea St. Vlac
facturer gives to each
WANTED—Trucking of all kinds.
BOB,
across the Mill River bridge to the rection of Miss Angela Fossett, di Albert Adams last week.
Finder IlHMl'TH
Tdl. 818 or 614-M
63-6^
day for Cold Stream Pond on a fish
Sergeant Joseph P. Walker and and Park St., corner of Main
level of tiie fill made by the State rector of the social activities of the
small detail—the way the
The Fred A. Norwood G. A. R. ami
rewarded
CHARLES P RICHARDSON, -J
Universalist church in Rockland.
ily: trip and vacation for two weeks. Alden W. Allen will take examinations Wharf S)._______________
WA N T E D—H oust keelier hi family of two.
03*65
Highway Commission.
buttons are sewed on, the
Apply to MISS SNOW at Public Library.
The story concerns Mr. King. the W. 11. Corps will celebrate Me
George E. Allen is out of town for at Hotel Rockland tomorrow night
Will those who have articles for
LOST—Brown fox terrier.
MRS. MIX63-tf
morial
Day.
May
30.
The
West
Rock

| a few days on business.
size of the cuffs, the fin
for federal recognition as 2d lieu XIE ROGERS, 31 Amesbury St. Tel 2! 1 M.
the rummage sale at the Congrega (Douglas Vinal) the head of a rub port band will furnish music and
t»3*b >
WANTED—The Puller Brush Co wants a
Mrs.
Herbert
Currier
is
confined
tenant.
tional
vestry.
Friday forenoon ber company In New York, who finds hildren will take part in the exer
ish of the seams, the belt
-— ---------------- - ------------------- 77—77;-------, lmal man one who will work with the In• • • •
witli the grippe at her home oi
LOST—Bunch of keys near I os.offl, e •or
ti(in ()f bu|)ding „„ a permanent busl--please take them t© the vestry it much easier to’run a great busi
ises.
Rev. J. N. Palmer will s|»enk
loops.
Under phase
(, WBBD, 5J aWahlngton
ness successfully than to keep within
j Cross street.
Report has it that Corporal Douglas ...j Knox Stree'. Thoaiaslon
Thursday afternoon.
at the cemetery. Mrs. Cacildia Cain
st.. Camden or rail after 6 p. nt.
After adopting daylight saving at Hall walked In from Camden last leave at WINCHENBACH STORE
Mrs. Ella Elliot returned from bounds the demands of his large will have charge of tiie ceremonies
You will appreciate
and lively family.
There is dys
| Saturday night's town meeting the week. Getting hiking practice, may
WANTED—C.1,1 for general housework.
Salem Saturday.
of the day.
A good attendance of
LOST—Yellow aud white female shaggy
these niceties even
Plmb r M«s ALBERT PETERSON, 3 Granite St.
, “no" voters now have a petition in be.
Alfred M. Strout of Bowdoin Col peptic Uncle Horace (Maurice Lind the W. R. Corps members is request
cat In the vicinity of Frederick street
■
* 63-a.t
• • • •
though the first thing
| circulation calling for another town
63*6»
1
— ■■
sey). who came to King's house for ».
please sotum to 18 PREllERICK ST
ti3*‘» > __________ ________ ______
lege spent Sunday at home.
ed and all soldiers are invited to at
IDA COLRff
WANTED
—
All
around
cook
weekend
15
years
ago
and
has
been
,
meeting
a
week
from
Saturday.
General
Orders
from
Adjutant
Gen

FOU*n»—Porkei J>oek on Xlain wT. Friday. ,..^7^,: pLACE,. ?8 E-'in St .Camden Phon#
Mrs. Lilia Elliot returned Satur
that
strikes
you
is
the
tend and meet at the G. A. R. hall
63*115
J This means a fight on the question eral Hanson’s office have this to say May 15. JAMES ROGERS. 10 . North Malli 8!I6. •
day from a busineess trip to Port there ever since: King's sister-in-law, at 1 p. m., leaving hall at 2 o'clock
fashionable cut. Custom
62*64
St.
Miss Rocker (Gladys Long), who
' The vote was 278 yes and 289 no at in regard to Memorial Day:
land.
-----------------------------WANTED
—
Lawns
to
mow
and
g«Mkn«orkq
standard time for Amsburv Hill cem
tailor style, yet at a price
’ the session and the closeness of the
“To assist in the proper observance
Mrs. McQuarrie will occupy hei takes her domestic duties much less etery where appropriate exercises
er Cottages and Board
A-’fi
] figure causes the doubt and attempt of Memorial Day commanding officers Sur
house on Dunn street in the near fu seriously than her innumerable clubs; will l.e held.
that fits a modest purse.
of all units will place themselves and
the married daughter, Julie (Evelyn
for a new meeting.
IF YOU have a cottage to let or ae.ure
WANTED__ Position as bookkeeper or ateture.
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn W. Bird of
regular or substitute.
TKfWe have your size in
Last Friday afternoon was the their commands nt the disposal of the summer boarders, advertise the fact In Oils
Miss Christine McFarland who has Goldey), with the languid young club
paper where thousands will read of It
W
K2,^.
Belfast were guests of Mrs. Bird's
| date of the large and attractive various veteran organizations nnd so
been visiting her home in Bristo man husband (Carelton Simmons),
Dutchess
Trousers
for
CREDENT BEACH. MAINIE—PI'rnished
M
... m-.~.'..ou tU« fw fuff
party at the home of Mrs. Fred T. cieties on Saturday, and will render
who lives with King until he can linn mother, Mrs. Minnie Piper over Bun
^d^lou^
1
g^-"^
'
^VV^o^
has returned to town.
dress, for work, for play
day.
i Gould. Mountain street. The host- every assistance possible"
Mrs. A. D. Davis is confined to the a business position that exactly suits
Mrs. A della .Coding of Hope spent
^Altw^L0i M^Yr^Ster. ^“mIss. 62*4;
—and every pair bears
' esses were Mrs. F. T. Gould. 'Mrs. A.
him—and after two years' search he
house with a bad cold.
phone;El»wix
Sunday
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
Nellie
’ R. Halford. Mrs. C. C. Wood. Mrs. C
Mr. and Mrs. Warren of Waterville is no nearer finding it; and finally
63 tf
the
famous
warranty
la

Rockllnd. Maine._____
SALESPEOPLE WANTED—SIlk hotdenn
Wilkins.
K. Hopkins and Mrs. Zelrna Dwinal
and Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell of Yar there is the younger daughter. Eva,
T__ For July and August bungalow of and underwear.
WEARPUW COUPA-NV.
bel, guaranteeing “10c a
TO
1
nleely
furnished,
running
water,
W.
H.
Fields
of
Belfast
is
the
guest
430 St John St.. Portland. Jtainc.
62*ft
i Luncheon was served at 1 o’clock
mouth were visitors at W. P. (Ada Davis) King's favorite hut his
Button; 91.00 a Rip.”
of
his
daughter.
Mrs.
Fred
W.
Shibles
f with all decorations in the spirit of
beautiful view of ocean and islands
ELIZ
greatest anxiety, since she seems re
WANTED—2 men for freezer, one splitter;.
Strong’s Sunday.
ABETH
A
ORNE,
West
Southport.
Me.,_BoX
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker.
'.'.J''':! 3 all round flsh men
FORT CLY'DE IY9H
1 May. After the delicious luncheon
Thomaston’s tobservance of Me solved on making a wrong choice be Miss Clara Walker and Mrs. Olive
47.
a
1 r '_ ANU FOLD STORAGE CO.
«l-tf
Buy your Seeds at the oldest Seed
1 about 13 tables of auction were en
morial Day will be curtailed because tween her two suitors, a fashionable Walker were in Cushing Sunday,
TO LkT—Cottage at Crescent Beach for
WANTED—Cook and second girl for cot
,
joyed
for
the
remainder
of
the
after
and
prosperous
young
doctor
(El

Store
in
the
city.
We
have
a
full
the menMi of August. Apply to C A ROSE tage at Bay Point from June 12-Sept 21
of the lack of interest on the part ol
called by the death of a relative.
Haskell & Corthell
noon nnd another one of the sea
CO . Rockland,
Maine.
stock of Alt Kinds of Vegetable
the military and other organiza bridge Grafton) whom King favors,
__________
__________________ 50-tf
CALL 758-4,____________ _____ _______ 61*63.
Arnold
Beverage
who
motored
here
!
son's
successful
events
had
been
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic. (Swan s
WANTED—Young woman wants
work"
tions. Waiter Hastings^ has made and an impecunious Scotch lord from Dorchester, Mass., on a business
and Flower Seeds, in bulk or pa
CAMDEN, ME.
'
carried
out
"with
faultless
preparaIsland. 6 rooms, oak finish, well built, sight.,
( f children, general housework or
the following arrangements: The (John Creighton) who he is sure is a trip returned yesterday.
pers.
1
tions.
jocstion
close
by,
shore
__
Garage
and
ou.chamber
work
BEATRICE
FARHONS,^
In short, the onlyprocession will form on Knox street fortune-hunter.
bnlldtngs, waler in liohse.
Acre and half No. 2. Warren. Me
Mrs. D. A. Whitmore and daughter
W. P. Eldridge who has taken emnear its head and start at 10 o’clock sensible member of the household ap Lillian have returned from Owl's
of land.
Fine place for summer home.
At
! ployment at Chandler's Pharmacy
WANTED—Woman cook at NARRAGANC. M. TIBBETTS
bargain.
Address DR I. B. GAGE. _At
daylight, under the lead of Kirk pears to be the parlor-maid. Corinth! i Head where they itave been spending
57«tf
SETT HOTEL.________________ ________ 38-tf
|
has
located
at
Mrs.
A.
R.
Halford's
lantic. Me
patrick’s band, and march to the (Itebecca Robertson), and It doesn't
288 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
week
with
relatives.
i
for
the
summer.
SUMMER BOARDERS--Aceonnn Hlatlons for
WANTED—Experlemed table girl
Per;,
mall where decorations will be seem as if she could help much—but
Opposite Hotel Rockland
Capt. William I. Bowden, aged 81
eight, fine shore prleitege in Cushing, maneut.
KNOX HOTEL. Thomaston
Captains Seavey nnd Eaton were
placed upon the monument, and a you never can tell.
5S-ff
■daine.
Address EMERY B HART. Thomas*
63*65
years,
died
Sunday.
May
24
at
the
I
in
Deer
Isle
over
the
weekend.
Just when King is driven to fury by
prayer be offered. The march to
ton. Mt)
home of his daughter. Mrs. C. W.
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cals sod
Movie fans will be glad to hear
the cemetery will then he made and these people's conflicting desires and Steward, after a few days illness. He
kittens.
Highest prices psid.
TEL 352-1V
that
Douglas
Fairbanks
In
“
The
°
F
MAIX
Ma,
4
19»",
Eggs
and
Chicks
IOHN
S RANLWTT. Rockville. Me.
42-Z
decorations placed upon the soldiers united assaults on his check-book,
i * i .1 Countv or Knox. SS.
May
i.i.j
was born in Orland. Maine. Oct. 18,
Thief
of
Bagdad
has
been
booked
j
Tak„ thi, fourth Hay of May, 1913. on
there
comes
to
him
his
young
mana
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i4
62*i'4
tine
is
visiting
her
parents,
Mr.
anti
Warren
’
s
sons
—
'Charles
L.
Robinson,
the world to solve the world’s prob
MASONIC ST
r»l-jf i
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION"
J.
T.
Robinson
and
William
Robinson
Mrs.
William
Coolen.
lems A fine musical program had
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St.,
Th, Famous Sfcset Music you tec ad„r..
Roscoe 8. Powers was In Sunshine
been prepared, participated in by are members of that remarkably tine
all modern conveniences. P. L. HAVENER.
tiled io all the Itadl.., maiazlaaa.
Tel 792-R.
H6tf
members of all the church choir*. organization—the Council Band, of last week.
Over 220 aelectioas—eend far
' which Charles L. Robinson is the
Thomas Powers called on friends In
iMtss Alcada Hall as organ v,
cataleiue.

OWNERS AND CARETAKERS
OF SUMMER COnAGES

A mere

matter

• of detail

In Everybody’s Column

T

SEEDS

YES!

Sharpen or Repair

Your Lawn Mower

BOB MAGUNE

FISH PEDDLERS
ATTENTION!

ALWAYS ON TAP
A hot bath whenever you want it

J

PERFECTION

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Every-Other-Day
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STRAND THEATRE

Social Circles
ANNOUNCING THAT

la addition ta parsoaal aotM recording dogtrturaa and arrival., thia departure es

pecially desire. Information ot aoclal hap-

Mntaga. parties, atvaicala. etc. Notea sent
BP aall or telephone will be gladly received.
tclcfhsne .............................. no
'Mias G. Louise Ayers, millinery de^lgner, M ho has been associated with

Aitken, Son & Co., of New York the
past year. Is making a short visit
With her sister, Mrs. A. S. Black, SI
Talbot avenue.
She will conduct
business for the summer, after June
let, at the residence of Mrs. Mary
Wlggin Spear, 33 Limerock street.

Oakland Park
: : WILL OPEN : :

MEMORIAL DAY

»■

. Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Mugridge are
occupying their cottage at Holiday

Under the same management as last season

fbach.

si
—. The J. R. Flye cottage Tonawanda
has been leased for the season to the
proprietors of the Crescent Beach
house and will be occupied by guests.

'Miss Lois O. Donnell, R. N., of
Portland Is visiting Mrs. W. E. Prescbtt and Mrs. Charles Rich at Mis.
Prescott's home, 70 Willow street for
a few weeks,
Airs. A. H. Hurd entertained as
guests at luncheon In Belfast Friday,
Mrs. Walter Bay, Mrs. George Hurd,
Mrs. L. E. Dyer and Mrs. Leroy McCenchle

GRINDELL’S COLONIAL ORCHESTRA
Will furnish music for the dance
This is one of the finest teams in New England.

You have undoubtedly heard it broadcast
from Station WEEI
Watch Thursday’* Paper for Further Notice

The following members of the local
B. & P. W. Club attended the State
Annual Convention In WatervilleSaturday.
Mrs. Olive Sylvester,
president; Mrs. J. F. Carver, corre
sponding secretary; Mrs. H. P. Blod
gett, recording secretary; and Miss
Grace Wolcott.
Miss Flora E.Weed
of Bangor, State president, presided
In a charming manner.
Mrs. J. F.
Kreger of Waterville welcomed tho
delegates In a most cordial and happy
fashion, 86 persons being present.
Dinner at noon was served at the
Elmwood Hotel.
Morning and af
ternoon sessions were held in the
Club’s attractive room In the Profes
sional Building.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Robinson and
son Carl and friend, Mrs. I.ena Mank
of Belfast and Mrs. Laura Torrey and
Mr. Herberts of Thomaston were
guests of Mrs. Howell Smith Sunday.

Tomorrow evening occurs the bi
ennial recital ,of the Rubinstein Club,
which Is assisted this year by Mrs.
Inez Turner of Porlland, contralto.
With Miss Lois 'Mills, also of Port
land, as accompanist and Mrs. Helen
Wentworth of Warren, reader.
The
concert Is open to the public.
Fifty
cents is the charge for admission.
Following is the program:
Bongs—a He is on the Se. ............... Andrews
b Nobody Knows the Trouble I're
Seen ................................. Burleigh
<Oh, Didn't It Rain .......... Burleigh
d The Last Hour .... Walter Cramer
e Dawn ............................... Lois Mills
Mrs Turner
Piano Trio—Overture to Taneredl .. Bossini
Mra. Averill. Mrs O’Hara. Mrs. Berry
Aria—Prom the Opera Der Freishuz ...........
............................................. C M. von Weber
Mrs. Turner
Reading ................................................... Selected
Mrs. Wentworth
Bongs—a Trees ........................ Oscar Rasbach
b My borer ta s Fisherman ...........
.......................................................... Strickland
e Nina Boho .... Bainbridge-Crist
la Javanese Lullaby)
d Joy............ . ............. Wintter Watts
Mrs. Turner
Plano and Organ Duo;
Fantaisle ..................
Clifford Demarest
Mrs. Hayden, Organ
Mias Thomas Piano

COATS
Of the Highest Quality, Featur
ing the Newest Modes—Ex
quisite in Every Detail and Bord
ered With Luxurious Furs.

THE
kr

WORTH
MUCH
MORE

BETTER
KIND

Formerly were $55 to $65 Coats

Materials: Silk, Poiret Twill,
Charmene and Twill Cord
OTHER COATS REDUCED
$8.75 up

CUTLER-COOK CO.
Rockland,

Maine

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL OR PHONE ORDERS

James Rogers is moving from the
Martin house on North Main street
Into the Hahn house on Knox street.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman White of
Brockton,- Maas., are guests of Mrs.
White's uncle, Frank M. Ulmer,
Gurdy street.
The Chapin Class Is giving a June
Musicale the 10th of next month at
the home of Mrs. David Talbot, Tal
bot avenue.

Walter Chaples continues seriously
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Bird will
111 with the grippe at his Broadway
home. This makes the fourth week attend the convention of the National
Lime Association this week at Briar
of the attack.
Cliff, N. Y.
Mrs. C. ill. Berry plans to occupy
Mrs. Susie Campbell is In Portland
her Talbot avenue home the latter
part of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. this week attending the Eastern Star
Charles H. Berry, 3d, will reside convention and visiting relatives.
with her.
Mrs. Alden H. Ulmer Is in receipt
Mrs. Lucius York is spending the of a letter from her son William, non
head of the accounting department
week in Boston.
pf the Westlnghouse Co.’s Boston
Capt. Andrew Gray observed his branch, In which he described the
95th birthday Sunday at the home of jolly doings of a gathering of tho
his son. Irving J. Gray, Broad street. company’s New England department
The birthday cake was a large one heads at the Boston City Club Friday
and had to be, In order to aceommo • night. A Ans banquet was followed
date so many candles.
Capt. Gray by speeches by company officials and
received many felicitations. An ex motion pictures showing the manu
tended story of his life appeared In facture and distribution of the com
The Courier-Gazette a few months pany products.
ago.

$

Miss Sadie Marcus has returned

NOTES FROM LASELL
Miss Gertrude Smith and Miss
Marietta Howland, both of Rockland,
have made application for enroll
ment for the 1925-26 term at Lasell
Seminary, Auburndale. .Mass., ac
cording to Dr. Guy Monroe Winslow,
president of the institution. Both
are Lasell students this year.
■»
Miss Madelyn Stover was a Rock
land student at Lasell during the
1922-23-24 terms.
Miss (Howland was one of a party
of 17 Lasell students that recently
made a trip to Washington.
Miss Lucy Fuller of Rockland was
a Lasell student during the 1921-2223 terms, and was a prominent mem
ber of the Lasell Orpheum Club.
iMiss Smith and Miss (Howland
may be members of their respec
tive class regatta crews this year.
River day at Lasell will be held
June 4 and Is one of the biggest
events of the year, when crews rep
resenting the classes of the insti
tution stage their annual race on
the Charles River.
The students
will stage an elaborate June fete on
June 6 in which Miss Smith and
Miss Howland are expected to take
a prominent part.
The commencement program be
gins May 30 with the Glee Club con
cert. The commencement concert
will be held June 10. The following
day the Woodland Park School
(Junior Lasell) recital and closing
exercises will be staged. A swim
ming exhibition will open June li
to be followed by art and home eco
nomics exhibit. Tiie principal's re
ception to tiie seniors, former stu
dents and guests will be held June
13. George A. Gordon. LL. D. will de
liver the baccalaureate sermon June
14 and Nehemiah Boynton, D. D.,
will preside at the commcncemenl
vespers. Class night exercises will
be held June 15 and commencement
exercises the following day.

Mr. and Mrs. R. W. .Dyer. J. R. Afu!- from a brief visit In Boston.
11ns and Mrs. L. E. Dyer were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moody in Wa
Miss May Walker of Brookline,
terville Sunday.
Mass., was in the city yesterday, a
guest at the Thorndike Hotel.
■Mr. and Mrs. Kelley B. Crle re
turned Ipst night from an automobile
Mrs. Ella Perry of Camden was the
trip to Washington County, where weekend guest of Mrs. G. K. 'Mayo,
they visited Mrs. Crie’s niece at West Masonic street.
Lpbec and sister at Pembroke. Thev
were also at Eastport, St. Stephen
Miss Pearl Leach made a brief vis
and Calais.
They found the roads
it at the home of her parents. Mr. and
vjgy good.
Mrs. Fred E. Leach. Saturday, ac
>».
'
■ The- Chapin Class will meet with companied by 'Messrs. Moores and
Caselden and Miss Prescott.
Rexall “One Cent Sale" at Shel
Miss Jennie Trussell tonight.
<
___
don’s Drug Store, Wednesday-ThursDon't
The Ladles Missionary Society will
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Barter who are I day-Friday, May 27, 28, 23.
62-63
hold Its monthly meeting In conjunc occupying the French cottage at I miss It.
tion with the Woman’s Association ChickawaukJe iAke. were given a
tn the ladies' parlor of the Baptist utility shower Friday evening by
yestry. Wednesday afternoon at 3 friends and relatives.
The 25 who
o’clock.
were present enjoyed a most delight
n,
____
ful evening with cornet music, games
-Mrs. O. P. McDonald and Mrs. A and other diversions.
Refreshments
T. Walker and son Carleton are were served.
The guests left some
spending the week in Portland.
very useful and substantial tokens ot
■M?their regard.
,W. E. Morgan and bride have re
turned from a honeymoon trip which
took them Into the Rangeley region, THE GRACE STREET KIDDIES
where prolific trout Ashing was en
Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
joyed.
The teachers of Grace street
Benjamin F. Smith, who was the Kindergarten wish to thank Mr.
CHISHOLM BROS.
guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Whittemore and his corps of will
C. Davis at The Angler’s Farm In ing workers for the valuable serv
Serve
Union, found the occasion a doubly ices rendered in constructing our
MRS. THURLOW’S ICES
four-room
doll
bungalow.
-Since
Its
happy one when he caught a 2Vj
At Their Store
pound trout In the Davis preserves. completion, work has been carried
DELICIOUS
SUNDAES
Lest there be heartless skeptics on In groups among the kiddles.
AND SODAS
among
those
who
read
this The girls have made miniature
item let it be known that there was sheets, pillow slips, sofa cushions,
CHISHOLM BROS.
an official photographer on the scene curtains and paper Aowers for the
and that the rare spectacle of a 97- garden, the boys proving themselves
year-old-gentleman In the act of skillful lMiper hangers, carpenters
catching a large and lively Ash was and gardeners. The construction of
recorded for all time.
Mr. Smith toy furniture will be the leading
caught other Ash that day, but It was feature of the coming week and will
Opp. Waiting Room ROCKLAND
the big trout that furnished the ma be supplemented by special patri
terial for the "feature picture.” And otic exercises. A similar project is
of course the dinner menu would not being worked out at Oak Grove on
have been complete without trout, a smaller scale, owing to the small
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
-although Mr. and Mrs. Davis had an enrollment. All parents and friends
106 PLEASANT STREET
abundance of other goodies on the will be warmly welcomed on Friday.
bill.
It was 10 p. m. when the party I May 29 and we will prove to yot
PLUMBING, HEATING
^returned to town, and B. F. Smith, | that the foundation Js being laid for
TEL. 244-W
97 years young, was the liveliest future American citizens.
117tf
|
Carolyn
F.
Allen,
Prln.
member of the group.

Villains in one of the biggest pic
tures of last season, they are now
the hero and heroine of one of the
biggest Alms of the new year. Bar
bara La Marr and Ramon Novarro,
who both made their start to fame
in Hex Ingram’s "The Prisoner of
Zenda,” in which they were the con
spirators. have got together again
in the leading roles of “Thy Name is
Woman,” which is shown today
at the
Strand.
The
impet
us the two players received in
popularity from the Ingram produc
tion has brought them both to “Thy
Name is Woman” as stars.
“A Woman Who Sinned,” a ro
mantic photodrama, will be the chief
scree/i feature at the Strand The
atre Wednesday and Thursday. It
is by far the most sensational and
successful of the big theme Alms
ever produced.
The story Is built around the
pretty wife of a New England minis
ter. She Is Invited on a yacht and
held against her will. Finally she
jumps from the boat and swims to
shore.
Upon reaching home she
sees her baby son and husband
praying for her, as they believe she
has lost her life in a storm. Rather
than face them In what she believes
to be disgrace—she goes to New
York and eventually meets the man
who held her on the yacht. Twenty
years pass. The minister’s wife has
become mistress of the man who
wronged her. iHer son. Is now
known as the "boy evangelist.”
Then comes one of the most dra
matic situations ever portrayed on a
screen. Mother and son—unknown
to each other—are brought face to
face at a big revival meeting where
the woman confesses her sins and is
converted. Mae Busch plays In a
most convinclhg manner the title
role. Other noted stars In the cast
are Irene Rich, Morgan Wallace and
Rex Lease.—adv.

Page Seven

WHERE THEY’RE AT

How Members of Last Year's
Graduating Class Are Now
Disposed.
After graduation what? "The Cal
dron,” issued by the Rockland High
School students thus answers the
question, so far as the class of 1924
is concerned.
e • . •

Dorothy Allen, teaching at Pleas
ant Point.
Andrew Anderson, at home.
Anna Anderson, at home.
Ames, at home.
Lyford Ames, Rockland Wholesale
Grocery.
Frances Atwood, Copper Kettle.
Herbert Baum, U. S. Coast Guard.
Lillian Berliawsky, Gorham Nor
mal School.
Celia Brault, at home.
Olive Bragg, Maine Music Co.
Norman Colomy, Boston Univer
sity.
K. Havenor Cassens, Colby.
Leola Cole, Trainer's Bakery.
Winifred Coughlin, Gorham Nor
mal School.
Elizabeth Crockett, at home.
Doris Daggett, Sea and Shore
Fisheries.
Binma Dorgan, Gorham Normal
School.
Rose Delmonico, St. Clair &
Allen's.
Helen Doherty, John Bird Com
pany.
Carl Dyer, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Herbert Grant, at home.
. <Elmer Rising, Higgin's Classical
Institute.
Eleanor Sawyer, Simonton’s.
Adelaide Shepherd, training to be
a nurse.
Fred Stewart, U. S. Coast Guard,
White Head.
Frank Stewart, at home.
Gertrude Smith, Lasell Seminary.
Richard Snow, Colby.
EMPIRE THEATRE
Sidney Snow, Colby.
Norma Talmadge in “Ashes of ' Clark Staples, at home.
Vengeajice" and 'Who Cares” with
Edith Stowell, deceased.
Dorothy Devore will be the double
Beatrice Stockbridge, Art School
feature program at the Empire on
in Portland.
Wednesday and Thursday.
Raymond Thompson, Chisholm's.
“Ashes of Vengeance” is a ro
Wendell Thornton, Higgin’s iClassimance of France in the days of the
weak Charles IX and his ambitious cal Institute.
Margaret Wells, married.
cruel mother, Catherine de Medici.
Roberta Willis, at home.
It is sumptuously produced, fortyFrank P. Winchenbach, Shaw’s
eight sets, including one which re
Business College.
produces the grand ballroom of the
Almeda Martin, at home.
Louvre, were built as backgrounds
Beatrice Uuham, E. S. S.
for Its stirring action.
Alberta York, at home.
“Who Cares" is the Aim version ol
Helen Griffin. Thorndike Hotel.
the famous novel of the same name
Elizabeth Hagar, Cochran, Baker
by Cosmo Hamilton with William
Haines and Dorothy Devore, and an & Cross.
Frances Harrington, at home.
all-star cast. This is the third pic
Evelyn Jacobs, Woolworth’s
ture this season that Mr. Haines has
made for the same company.—adv. , Flora Kelley, Crockett’s 5 and 10.
Isabelle Kirkpatrick, Thomaston.
T. E. McNamara and D. L. Me-1 Fred Knight, U. S. Coast Guard
Carty have returned from Van Buren, I White Head.
Clayton La Crosse, Shaw’s Busi
where they attended the State Con
vention of the Knights of Columbus. ness College.
Vivian Ludwig, Crockett’s 5 and
Supreme Knight Flaherty’s address
alone repaid them for making the 10.
Howard Ludwig,’U. S. Const Guard.
long journey. The Rockland dele
gates were surprised to And a great White Head.
Lawrence McAuliff. at home.
abundance of lobsters on the banquet
Helen Maddocks, at home.
menu.
Doris Marshall, at home.
Lucy Marsh, Gorham Normal
TIME OF DELIVERANCE
School.
Ero Masalin. at home.
Millions Now Living
Roxana
Nason,
Fuller-CobbWill Never Die.
Davis.
Kenneth Nosworthy, Hebron Acad
In Masonic Temple hall. (Wednes
day, at 7.30 p, m. I. A. Baeuerleln of emy.
Florence Nelson. Texaco Co.
Brooklyn. N. Y., a lecturer for the
Elmer Oxton, at home.
International Bible Students Associ
John 'Robishaw, at home.
ation, will give a free Bible lecture
Madeline
Rogers, teaching at
on the topic, “Time of Deliverance.’
The speaker takes for his theme Cushing.
Lois Ross, at home.
the Permission of Evil. He does not
Beulah Richards, Woolworth’s.
deny, but frankly admits, that the
Almighty not only knows of the ex
Clifford Spear of Cushing was be
istence of evil in the ea^th, but per
mits it and even designed to permit fore Judge Miller yesterday charged
It. Some of the evils that abound with assault and battery on a niece,
will be touched upon, not for the Mrs. Annie B. Davis of South War
purpose of stirring up strife, but to ren. and with Intoxication. He was
offset the unscrlptural and unrea found guilty on both charges, fined
sonable view that present kingdoms 810 and costs on the first and givrtn
are God’s kingdoms and that God’s a suspended sentence of 90 days on
will is now being done on earth as it the second, as he was an old offender.
Is done in heaven. . It will be shown The evidence developed'the story that
that evil had a definite time of be while driving a horse-drawn plow for
ginning. There was a time here on his brother Irving at South Warreji.
cartli when It was non-existent. Clifford Spear was accused of abus
That condition might have continued ing the animals by his niece, and
forever but for one thing—disobedi slapped her. Mr. Davis came vigor
ously to his wife's rescue and in
ence.
As evil had a deAnlte time of be uddlttion charges were preferred
ginning, so It has a deAnlte time of against Spear. At first he refused
ending, a time culled in the Script to pay his fine, but at the door of the
ures the Time of Deliverance. The county's boarding house changed his
speaker will show that that time is mind.
here and will produce the proof from
Wonder whether any one ever
the Lord’s great prophecy.
The seats are free, and no collec knew of an idle rumor remaining
idle.—Arkansas Gazette.
tions are taken.—adv.

$60.80

WANTED
SECOND HAND

RANGES
We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20
and allow you more
than your old range is
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Quick Sales

Small Profits

Tells Price

$60.80

$60.80

Tank Extra

Made in Bangor

V.
F. STUDLEY
INCTelephone 713.
ROCKLAND.
283 Main St.
A FINE PROGRAM

Methodist Choir Presented
Pleasing Patriotic Enter
tainment.
A remarkably fine patriotic pro
gram was presented last night In the
Methodist vestry in observance of
Memorial Day by the Senior Choir;
under tiie general direction of Miss I
Bertha McIntosh, chorister.
The
decorations were red, white and blue,
in keeping with the keynote of the'
evening and the national colors were
everywhere to be seen. Following the
program
the capacity
audience
availed itself of the generous sup
plies of punch, cakes and candy.
The program itself was largely vo
cal with tableaux, solos and clever
costumes. The opening tableau was
“The Spring of ’17." with Mrs. Nina
Robinson as a charming Goddess of
Liberty with Ralph Smith and Lisle
Torrey. Robert Gregory followed with
“Unfurling the Flag.”
Miss Alice
Hovey represented Betsy Ross in the
next tableau. Miss Marie Brown sing
ing the solo. Mrs. Etta Anderson
gave a reading in the tableau. "Flan
ders Field” and Mrs. Robinson and
nurses appeared in a Red Cross tab
leau, "Rose of No Man’s Land.” "The
Recruit” followed with Mrs. Thelma
Stanley. Mrs. Elsie Hawkins and Mrs.
Robinson.
A snappy martial trio "Pledge of
Allegiance,” Ralph Smith, Raymond
Anderson and William Gilligan,
opened the second part. Miss Brown,
Mr. Torrey and Robert Gregory next
appeared In an effective war-time
sketch with a tenor solo, "If I’m Not
At the Roll Call,” by Mr. Anderson.
Mrs. Robinson's reading, "The Fool,"
was followed by a touching tableau,
’’Somebody’s Boy,” with Mrs. Stanley,

EMPIRE

Milton Plummer and solo by Mr. An
derson. Robert Prescott’s reading,
“Over There” was very well done.
"The Boys of ’76” proved to be a
costume tableau nnd chorus, display
ing some fine old fashioned costumes
of 'the girls as well 'as the boys of
’76. Rev. E. V. Allen very effectively
gave “The Road To Jericho," and this
was followed by a dark stage scene
“Tenting Tonight" with a group of
boys around the campfire featuring
the men's chorus. A note of comedy

WAX ROSES, each................................................. 5c

A New Practice In Our Merchandising in

Weekly Specials
Hereafter we will select some one article and run
it through the week at a very special price, rgardless of other advertising—so it will pay you to
keep an eye out in the future for these Weekly
Special Ads.

:: THIS WEEK::
THE SLIDING BED COUCH

Heavy gray metal frame, strongly made, fine,
strong springs, two all-cotton mattresses, with
fancy ticks in handsome patterns.
Consider this proposition at only—

THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

$10.75

TODAY
“ROSE OF PARIS”
—With—

MARY PHILBIN
Also Third Chapter of

“IDAHO”

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, Proprietor

Wed nesday-Thursday
NORMA

313-319 MAIN ST.

TALMADGE

THE

ROCKLAND

HOME OF QUALITY

“ASHES
OF VENGEANCE”

\ \ \ \ I till

MERCHANDISE

“RE-CREATION
OF BRIAN KENT”

CONWAY TEARLE

—And—
WALLACE BEERY
—Also—

s’

Also
“IS LOVE EVERYTHING”

“WHO CARES”
—With—

WOLVES”

“SHE

DOROTHY DEVORE

STRAND
TODAY

TEL. 745-J

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Harold Bell Wright's

1-L /

Supporting Cast includes:

WAX WREATHS, each............ ..................... $1.25
WAX SPRAYS, each.........................................$1.25

was Introduced in “Don’t Bite the
Hand That’s Feeding You,” in which
some humorous get-ups were to bo
seen. Mr. Anderson featured in tho
role of Uncle Sam and was several
times recalled. A neat and graceful
little speech of general appreciation
was made by the modest announcer,
Frank B. Allen, while the final “Three
Cheers For the Red. White and Rlue”
was nssembled. Miss McIntosh was
called to the stage for a hand after
the final number.

WE ARE INTRODUCING

TODAY

E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE

$60.80

—With—

ALMA RUBENS
COMEDY

NEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

.ain.Tin .v
ADOLPH ZUKOR
ItSSE L LASKY

“Thy Name
Is Woman”

(For the Cemetery)
OUR STORE WILL BE OPEN FRIDAY EVENING

Featuring:

E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE

BARBARA LA MARR

ROCKLAND, ME.

As the enchanting Guerita, who
,oved and died amid fierce, smould
ering drama.

63-64

RAMON NOVARRO

FLAGS

"The perfect loyer,” fresh from
his sensational! triumph in Rex
Ingrahams ’’Scaramouche."

W ednesday-Thursday

FOR MEMORIAL DAY

“THE WOMAN
WHO SINNED”

3x5 feet............................. $2.00
4x6 feet........................... 2.75
3x8 feet........................... 3.75

Starring:

MAE BUSCH
A scathing drama of flaming
passion—of aching hearts—of the
gay and carefree lives of a million
men and women—who drink generouly to the wine of life and
reckon not the toll.

YACHT ENSIGN
2x3 feet...........................$l .50
These Flags are Guaranteed

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
408 MAIN STREET

m

ROCKLAND

COMING SOON:

“Patent Leather Girls”

Negri charms as
never before in
“The charmer.”
The story of a
Seville dancer who
became the talk of
New York.

TolaNetfii
“THE CHARMERS
A SIDNEY OLCOTT

FABLES

PRODUCTION,

COMEDY

NEWS
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“ASlicKer,
just like Mine”/

Every-Other-Day

that dignity would not bring ducats,
FOR BETTER HOMES
he concluded with a fine sweep:
"But men of the first order of
Why Every Town Should
ability work out a solution, and we
of course are in the latter class."
Have Demonstrations —
for rainy days
We talked and half argued for tlie
better part of an hour. The phras
Helps Available,.
• As popular in the city
ing of ills proposition shifted, but
TUDOR SEDAN
os In the country.
always, when stripped of phrasing,
Tiie following article is a short and
ZbrA/en, Women and Chi/ctren
it came down to tlie same old propo
comprehensive summary of the rea
sition which 1 could not accept besons why every town should have a
ause it would have been unprofitBetter Homes demonstration:
hie. At one point the King, think
ing that perhaps I might change my
To demonstrate the advantages of
t
views if only he gave me the oppor
thrift for home ownership.
(Only
tunity—for it is often a good idea
45 percent of the families of America
in bargaining to let tlie other man
are home owners).
change an untenable position while
To overcome tlie present shortage
'Zswbrm^
pretending that you are changing
of homes—America needs at least
**0 txTVkLW.
your own position— asked somewhat
600,000 new homes.
A.J.TOWE2R CO. BOSTON
meaningly:
To make a sweet and wholesome
AT YOUP DfALFPS
'Do I make myself clearly under
home life available to all.
stood in English"
To assist and encourage home
As I remarked before, he spoke
makers and hofne-builders. (Over
perfect English.
90 percent of tlie women of America
if King Leopold could have sold
do their own home work).
the Congo rubber properties on the
To improve tlie home envlronmen;,
'impossible" basis which he pro
thereby helping to build character.
‘Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a posed, it would have added to his
To Increase tlie efficiency of the
reputation as an able man of bus!
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.
From hard work on a farm to the study wage-earner of the house.
ness, as the price would have of medicine in Cincinnati, where he was
To stimulate sensible and appro
amounted to $15,090,090 more than graduated in 1862, was the course which priate purchasing for home Improve
these properties could be sold for t)r. R. V. Pierce took.
ment.
(By Charles It. Flint)
now, or at any time after the devel
In his younger days he practiced med
To mobilize community pride for ,i
opment
of
rubber
plantations
in
[Continued—Began Feb. 26]
j Boston Rubber Shoe Company, con
icine over a large district. It was then the common objective—Bride of Home.
India.
On
every
occasion
when
I
trolled by E.’ S. Converse, and tlie
new oil fields near Titusville, Pa. Finally
Chapter XX—Continued
The future of America will be
Woonsocket Rubber Company, con had the honor of an audience with he determined to put up some of his shaped in large measure by tile char
As a result of my failure to bring trolled by Joseph Banigan,—I was King I^eopold, even Including the prescriptions in ready-to-use form in order
acter of its homes.
If we continue
about an electric consolidation, a successful in bringing about the for- time when I called on him at the to reach a larger number of families.
to be a home-loving people, we shall
long and expensive legal battle fol- niatjoil of tjie United States Rubber Hotel Bristol in Baris when he was
He thus early moved to Buffalo, N. Y., have the strength that conies only
lowed. Wc smashed the Brush pat- Company.
This consolidation was selecting tlie latest fashion in hats and established the World’s Dispensary, from a wholesome family life. This
For Ford economy is not only a matter of low price and upkeep; it
ents. Edison then endeavored to verv much larger than either of the for ladies, he looked every one of ills where he put up Dr. Pierce’s Golden means that our homes must be con
control the art, and attempted to ,W|) lndIvldual c„lnl,;lnies above eighty inches—a king, I congratu Medical Discovery for the blood as well as
is a question of the saving you will enjoy in time, energy and health.
venient,
comfortable,
attractive.
swamp the United States Electric mentl„n,,d
it ultimately ab- lated him on his great succeess in the Favorite Prescription for women, care
As is the Home, so is tlie Column
Ughting Company with litigation. M(>rl>ed thenl
fully
preparing
them
from
roots,
barks
and
business.
nity and the Nution.
Satisfaction is increased by reliability of the
bringing in one day one hundred and
Yes," he said, “but my domestic herbs and placed them with druggists ev
I did not go to see the manufact
it Is the spirit that makes a home.
fifty law suits against it; but Curtis
erywhere.
affairs
have
not
been
so
satisfac

Ford Dealer organization in every neighbor
During the last sixty years Dr. Pierce’s True homes are found in tenements
was ready for every assault and did urers. They saw me. They gave tory."
and apartments; hut in such dwell
Fun Size(29x4,40)
Discovery,
for
the
blood,
has
been
sold
in
not even ask time for filing answers. me their detailed statements which
hood where you may drive. See the nearest
When I replied that with me it
After sixteen years litigation, neither
treated as confidential. Then 1
larger quantities by druggists all over the ings the home spirit is greatly handi
had been the reverse, lie looked at
America, like England and
United States than any other medicine. capped.
the United .States Electric Lighting ,1,< w l,»> a l>l»n for the consolidation.
Authorized Ford Dealer—Ask him about Now Optional On e
me with a quizzical expression.
All Ford Cara At *
It is a tonic in its effects on the stomach other countries of northern Europe
Company nor any of its affiliated or
I took options from the majority
• • • •
the Ford Weekly Purchase plan, or write An Extra Cost oi
and digestive apparatus; an alterative in from which out ancestors came, has
subsidiary companies ever paid a of the shareholders in each lndiAfter I had organized the United its action on the blood, liver and skin. It tlie heritage of the one-fainily house.
dollar of damages or costs, nor, had vldual manufacturing company, in
us for particulars.
it been prevented from making any- which options the other manufact States iRubber Company, nothing increases the appetite, stimulates the di In it have been sheltered and formed
succeeding
like
success,
August
gestion,
enriches
tlie
blood
,
and
makes
both
our
family
and
our
social
life.
It
tiling that it had found desirable to uring companies which we expected
Runabout $260, Touring Car $200, Coupe $520, Fordor Sedan $660
manufacture. The highest court, would form part of tlie consolidation Belmont asked me to endeavor to men and women feel as they did when gives a sense of family unity and in
All prices f. o. b. Detroit. On open cars demountable rims and starter are $85 extra
they
were
young
and
care
free.
bring
about
a
consolidation
which
dividuality.
It
provides
for
chil

after a long, hard battle, decided in were not named. Instead, I proAsk your nearest druggist for Doctor dren. its appeal may lie inspired by
effect that Edison was not the in- vided that the options would not he would include tlie New York Belt
Pierce's Discovery, in tablet or liquid a cabin or a cottage, but not by a flat.
venter, broadly, of the carbon fila- come operative unless tlie consoli- ing & i’acking Company, of which
form, or send 10c fur trial pkg.ol tablets to
Ford Motor Company, Dept N-6, Detroit, Mich.
The purpose of tlie Better Home;:
ment lamp. The cost of tlie patent dation started with tangible assets he was the paternal banker. To do
Dr. Pierce’s Clinic, in Buffalo, N. Y.
Please mall me full particulars regarding your easy plan for owning an
demonstrations is thus to bring to the
litigation referred to aggregated to the amount of $12,000,000 so that that it was necessary for me to go
automobile.
attention of,the community all that
the parties giving options fully un West. I decided not to go unless I
over 12,000,000.
could start with tlie full confidence days of that day that Mr. Wood modern methods and invention put
When I found that an electric derstood that the consolidation must
___ Street.
Name.
of all those interested In the New
at the service of home makers of
light and power consolidation could include important manufacturers, as York Belting & Backing Company came to New York.
I happened in at the Manhattan moderate means, to show the best
not be formed, I resigned as presi tangible assets of this amount wou'd I thought the best vote of confldenc
State .
Town.
dent of the United States Electric not have been possible unless some would be a full power of attorney Trust Company when Mr. John I. that each community is doing to pro
mote
and
strengthen
wholesome,
nor

of
the
large
companies
were
in

Waterbury,
its
President,
and
Levi
Lighting Company, which combined
in my favor, which I asked Belmont
So tlie demonstration
with tlie iWestingliouse Company, cluded. Under this plan no manu to give me. When it was executed Mayer, tlie eminent lawyer of Chi mal life.
facturing
company
was
absolutely
cago. were busy organizing the so- house should illustrate that which
thus centralizing tlie highest me
Belmont handed it to me with
chanical skill with a strong patent necessary, which . materially facili "Thank God, that child's face is called "Whiskey Trust." They told we believe is basically good.
tated the negotiations.
me that an Irishman by the name of
This means that the one-family
Detroit
position.
washed" sort of expression. To his Col. Harvey, who was in the outside house and preferably the detached
» • » ♦
• • # •
surprise I immediately handed it
Edison harbored no hard feelings
No industrial consolidation includ back to him. With some irritation office, was urging them to organize one-family house with adequate open
SEE THE NEAREST AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER
following our legal battles. Years ing a considerable number of im he asked: “Why do you hand the a Chewing Gum Consolidation, and spaces on all sides.
as
they
were
very
busy
they
would
Helps
available
to
everybody
are
later, when he was working on a portant manufacturers had been power of attorney back to me?
be everlastingly obliged to me if f as follows:
process to treat iron ores by elec brought about up to that time, and
“To possess it would prejudice me
tricity, he marched into my office, pioneering in the securing of op as a negotiator,” I said. "If I wish would take him off their backs.
Floor Coverings
Col. Harvey was sent for, and after
put his derby hat on my head, and tions was difficult. I provided in the
Floors and Floor Coverings. Farm
to succeed I must be a disinterested we had been introduced I said that
stepping back, said. "That s an ex options that the tangible assets
ers’ Bulletin No. 1219.
U. S. De
intermediary."
I should lie glad to discuss with him
act lit. i want to do business with would lie appraised by the president
partnient of Agriculture, Washington
I took the night train for Cleve
of tlie Arkwright Club of Boston, the land, accompanied by a member of the advisability of negotiating to D. C.
you.”
(1922).
Brice 5 cents.
consolidate the leading chewing
After my failure to bring about president of tlie Chamber of Com the firm of Evarts, Southmayd
Floors and Floor Coverings for the
gum manufacturers. He went witli
merce
of
New
York,
and
the
presi
three electric light and power con
Farm Kitchen.
Leaflet No. 69. De
Choate, Wnd an expert accountant. I me from the Manhattan Trust Coni
solidation, I made up my mind that dent of the Chase National Bank spent all day at the Cleveland Rub
imrtnient of Agriculture Extenson,
pany to my office.
who
had
been
Comptroller
of
tlie
I would profit by my experience and
Burdue University, Lafayette, Indi
her Works; then all night on a train
Colonel Harvey was the owner and ana. (1916).
endeavor to bring about a consolida- Currency,—which sounded good to to Chicago; then all day tnvesti
N
editor
of
The
International
Con

lion of some of my crude rubber' the manufacturers. instead of dum- gating the Chicago Rubber Works,
MAKE
SAFETY
YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY
Materials for the Household. Cir
fectioner,
the
leading
paper
in
I
ih
my
original
directors,
I
secured
men
customers, the manufacturers of
cular No 70.
Bureau of Standards,
and then with all interested parties
field.
He
was
highly
regarded
by
of
importance,
including
J.
Edward
rubber boots and shoes.
V. S. Department of Commerce,
I went to the Auditorium Annex
all of the chewing gum manufactur Washington, D. C.
Tlie makers of these articles were Simmons, who at different times wus Hotel.
(1917).
Brice
Having In hand the es
ers,
and
both
of
us
were
disinter

in Intense competition. Some of president of the New York Stock sentlal facts, I then undertook to
25 cents. (See also General Informa
ested
intermediaries.
He
brought
them, in order to survive, were turn Exchange, New York Chamber of bell the cat." I negotiated until
tion and Kitchen Arrangement).
ing out goods of attractive appear Commerce, and the Fourth National a. ni., all next day and most of the the manufacturers to me one by one,
Labor-Saving Devices
and
advised
me
when
negotiating
to
ance but inferior quality. I told Bank; John I. Waterbury, president next night, then part of the next
Home Conveniences. Bulletin No.
chew their particularly brand of
TEL 333. ROCKLAND
them that there was only one way of the Manhattan Trust Company: day.
gum. The manufjicturers delivered 4, Bart 11, Winthrop Normal and In
* • • •
to settle their industrial wars, and Robert M. Galloway, president of
to me confidential statements of dustrial College. Rock Hill, South
that this was for them to have an the Merchants National Bank, and
At the Auditorium Annex the dif
their' assets, liabilities, volume of Carolina, (1916).
“THE NATIONAL DEMOCRAT”
Colonel William Barbour.
absolute identity of interest.
ferent parties had separate rooms.
Materials for the Household. Cir
in 190G owing to the increased In organizing it is well not to bring sales, costs of production and distri
They had previously arranged as
Bureau of Standards,
sociation dinners in the general in consumption of rubber and the con the interested parties together until bution, and statements of annuul cular No. 70.
[New York Herald Tribune] ,
Fresh fruit in December does
17. S. Department of Commerce,
terest of the industry, and under tlie sequent high prices, Samuel P. Colt, all have been brought into agree net profits for five years.
Brice 25
Announcing the publication shortly
Tlie tangible assets of their six Washington, D. C. (1917).
influence of victuals and drink har President of the United States Rub ment; for otherwise, some kind of
not begin to have the flavor
of a Democratic weekly newspaper in
finally
consolidated cents.
mony prevailed. Finally Leagues of her Company, asked me to negotiate an argument is bound to start, and companies
Household Conveniences.
Leaflet Washington, D. C.. Chairman Oldfield
and taste of the sun-drenched
amounted to about $500,000. The
Peace had been formed to stabilize for the entire output of crude rub once an argument gets under way
prices. Every one gave his general her from the Belgian Congo.
many ancient grudges pop out that principal asset was trade marks. I No. 109. Department of Agriculture of the Democrft,’»e Congressional
summer fruit in every can of
Thomas Walsh, the mine owner, the real purpose of the meeting 1 capitalized the concern for $3,000,000 Extension, Burdue University, La Campaign Committee explains that
approval, hut some of them couldn't
“lack of adequate publicity has been
lie seen for dust in their hurry to who had business and personal re soon lost in a general disagreement. preferred and $6,000,000 common fayette, Indiana (1919).
Modern Conveniences
for
the the greatest handicap of the Demo
accomplish the specific act of secur lations with the King of Belgium It is best to keep tlie different in stock. Tills was looked upon as an
Circular No. 7.
Wyoming cratic party in State and national
cabled His Majesty suggesting that terests apart, confer with them Inflated capitalization by those not Home.
ing orders.
lie invite me to Brussels. I soon re separately, and hold a general meet familiar with the value of trade Extension Service, University of Wy politics.”
Price agreements were finally leg ceived the telegram from the King's ing only when all have agreed, and, marks, but I have found in organiz oming. Laramie, Wyoming, (1923).
This judgment will encounter dis
Electric Cooking Appliances.. Bul sent. In the states in which the De
islated against as contrary to public equerry naming a date when Leo with an identity of interest are ing industrial^ that trade marks
letin
No.
9.
State
Agricultural
Col

policy. At that time, the evils of ex poid II. would grant me an audi ready for a love feast. After two when properly protected are quite as
mocracy is personally intrenched and
treme competition were so serious, ence.
days and nights of negotiation in valuable as bricks, mortar and ma lege. University of Kansas, Manhat which voted last year for Mr. Davis
tan,
Kansas
(1.(17).
He received me at his Laerken tlie hotel, 1 had brought Into line chinery.
and the economic advantages to be
the press is overwhelmingly Demo
Selection and Care of Common cratic. In states which Mr. Davis
realized by consolidation were so palace. Tlie King sat in a great everyone
excepting
McClymonds.
Bulletin No. 61. lost, like Maryland. West Virginia,
Dividends were paid regularly on Kitchen Utensils.
great, that tlie idea of the formation chair fronting a great desk. He He was Scotch .and insisted on an
of a rubber shoe consolidation came courteously invited me to lie seated extra $100,000 which, if granted, the preferred shares, and for ten Montana Extension Service in Agri Kentucky, Missouri, the most impor
about as a natural evolution, al and began, in perfect English, a cor would have satisfied him and dis years tlie company paid dividends culture and Home Economics, Boze tant newspapers are in Democratic
(1923).
(See also brands.
though It was delayed for years, as dial conversation.
In other states which now
satisfied all the others. No one on its common shares at 18% per man, Montana.
the manufacturers tried to bring it
knew this lietter than McCly annum, and tlie common stock, General Information and Kitchen Ar have Democratic governors, like New
Wanting the best is getting the best
rangement).
about themselves.
It may have been that he expected monds, but considerable hope com which 1 gave to my clients ns
York, New Jersey, Ohio, Arizona,
Tlie rubber shoe manufacturers me eventually to pay him money monly lurks in the breast of a hold bonus with tlie preferred, sold for
when you insist on Hatchet Brand.
New Mexico, Wyoming, Montana.
a long period at from $150 to $200
were as ignorant as to tlie best way and the expected recipient of money out.
Save.tj/ne anJ money and buy in case Ids
Nevada, Oregon and Utah, lack of
10% should have gone into advertis
to effect a consolidation as 1 had is usually courteous—be he of roya
publicity did not interfere witli Dem
With matters still unsettled, we per share.
ing.
been in my attempt to consolidate or other blood. When we com left Chicago for New York by way
I named the company the Ameri
ocratic success.
T[iere are, in fact,
At the time of the organization of
the electric light and power inter menced to discuss the rubber busi of Cleveland. iMcClymonds was go can Chicle Company. This was a
critics who will disagree so com
ests, and they made the same mistake ness in detail I asked if I might ing to get off there. When an hour departure from my usual custom, as the American Chicle Company, and pletely with Mr. Oldfield as to say
that I had made. They, however, make notes. Tlve King suggested from Cleveland we were no further I generally suggested a name that later when it bought the control of that the defeat of the Democratic na
showed great patience and industry that I take his seat at the table and along in our talk than we had been was descriptive of the business; but the Sen Sen Chiclet Company, it tional ticket last year was due not to
was tlie great chewing gum company
in their efforts to consolidate and at
hen he commenced to stand up I in Chicago. I had to name a final about that time a cartoon had ap of the world, and Wrigiey was doing underpublicity, but to the extrava
last they felt that they were on the thought he would never stop, he was figure and, having in mind tlie ad peared in a metropolitan newspaper
gant overpublicity given to Demo
eve of success.
They met every so tall—six feet, eight inches. I felt vantage of humor in a strained sit referring to me. in connection with about 1% of tlie world’s business. cratic family rows in the famous
fortnight for several months, work it ease in negotiation, but respect uation, I said: "McClymonds, you re a proposed consolidation in tlie milk By not advertising, the American Madison Square Bear Garden Con
ing out tlie details of a consolida fully declined to sit on what was mind me of that Scotchman who business, as "Flint the Milkman,” Chicle Company left tlie door wide vention.
open for Wrlgiey to enter. He seized
tion. Tlie result was, as is usual in bout as impressive as a throne,
was attacked by a footpad on Lon and I decided in favor of the word
Another alibi for the Democratic
such eases, that they finally agieed seemed too much like a part of tlie don Bridge. The footpad was get Chicle so as not to be called "Chew the opportunity and strained every
nerve to raise money and obtain debacle of 1924 will have to be set up.
to disagree.
Eiffel Tower.
ting the worst of tlie fight when he ing Gum Flint."
credit for advertising. Atan early The founders of the new party
At last, in 1892, several of the rub
The King never gained a reputa was Joined by one of his fellows.
The good will of the American
ber manufacturers interviewed me, tion for being a proponent of the Blue But tlie two together were no Chicle Company, on the basis of the period in his successful career, I weekly are on the right track in nam
and I conferred witli them separate Laws or anything of that sort, and match for tlie hardy Scot; then a marketability of its shares, deduct saw one advertising contract, signed ing their organ “The National Dem
What is a national Demo
ly. I told them that, If they Mould the so-called “Congo atrocities" did third came running in and turned ing the value of its tangible assets, by him, for half-a-millfon dollars. ocrat."
leave me free to bring about the not elevate him in the world’s es the battle. As the trio limped away, was about $14,000,000, and repre The result has been that the Ameri crat? The convention last summer re
consolidation, I was satisfied that I teem, but I imagine that his reputa battered and forlorn, one of them sented 90% of the good will of the can Chicle Company’s business, in emphasized the fact that the Democ
cluding the output of the Sen Sen racy is a three-group party—almost
could do so Within sixty days, but tion, perhaps, got a little ahead of held aloft the booty:
chewing gum business of the world, Chiclet Company, has been reduced a three-party party. The Southern
that I would not attempt it unless the facts. I can judge him only from
" ‘A sixpence,’ he mutterqd. 'He’d exclusive of companies which I later to about 15% of the total chewing Democrats, the Northern Democrats
they wou]d agree not to discuss con my personal contact with him and er killed us if it had been a shill consolidated in the Sen Sen Chiclet
gum business of tlie world, whereas and the Western Democrats may
solidation with one another. To this have no data on which to base un ing!”'
Company, which was finally taken Wrigley’s business has increased gather under one roof, but they be
they consented. Although I was not authoritative report concerning his
• « • •
over by the American Chicle Com from 1% to over 50%.
long to three different households
successful in dealing with tlie two habits. But I feel a good deal
I then delivered my ultimatum, pany.
and hold three different faiths.
(To Be Continued]
most
important
companies — tlie about him as he did about himself. which McClymonds accepted. I had
Tlie wisest opinion given at the
Their antagonisms are more impor
Once when he had been in Paris my lawyer with me, and there in the first meeting of the executive com
tant than their points of agreement
he had got into tlie newspapers sleeping car the agreement was com mittee was that of “Doc" Beeman—
A newspaper which will fuse the House Owner: I had this paint put on last year arid look at it now.
ns
he
was
sometimes
culled
by
(piite a hit—so much so that when pleted, and all signed just a few mo
clashes, of Madison Square Garden Painter: It doesn't take long for the weather to show up poor
he returned to Brussels an ecclesi nients before the train pulled into his friends.
This was before the
into a common purpose will have a
days of prohibition. When It. was
astical dignitary told him that from Cleveland.
field all its own.
This is a work of paint
all the reports he had heard the
No cash passed In that consolida proposed to secure economies by re
I’m
constructive
political
philosophy House Owner: But how was I to know it was poor paint)
Depression
re
King was not setting the best pos tion. The purchase price was paid ducing advertising, Beeman
which will leave little opportunit
no
paint
expert
sible example to the youth of Belgi in preferred and common stock. marked: "I have a national reputa
for mere publicity service.
um. The King, so the story goes, There was no appraiser, no certi tion: my face is on every fence in
Low Spirits
AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION
The editor of this new journal wiR Painter: It doesn’t take a paint expert to get reliable paint these
heard the Bishop out and and then fied public accountant. The con the country, and it mustn't he taken £a«t«rn TraetBldg., Bangor
days—just ordinary intelligence. For instance, you ought to
Eet. 1907 have to be more than a political strat
and sometimes irritability, arc fluently the
tract, written on the train on a sin off !"
Fidelity Bldg., Portland
know that there is a Company of paint experts that have been
egist.
He will also have to be
suits of digestive disotders, and come f'om errors replied sorrowfully: ‘Bishop, I have
To preserve the good will repre
Whin motorists are In trouble, they
in diet, which buy also bring about wakefulness heard the same things about you hut gle sheet ot paper, was complete
metaphysician and a psycho-analyst. making house paint for over fifty years; making it from accurate
need a friend
sented
by
the
company's
trade
and
conclusive.
I
never
would
believe
them."
and lo«l of sleep.
A. L. A. members always have one
formulas, mixing and grinding it with powerful machinery; manu
The American Woolen Company marks, which, ns I have said, were
On tlie occasion of my interview
If you have been eating irregularly of the wrung
Good work of any kind can lie
1400 garages, 300 attorneys
food fund which dues not digest, too little, too with him. tlie King had ills mind was organized in 1899. Mr. William worth $14,000,000, was not difficult.
done only with good tools. Although facturing every important ingredient; putting in just what all these
10
offices
always
ready.
Only
>10.00
lie suggested M. Wood and his father-in-law, Mr. It was simply necessary to increase annually. Send name, address, make the eyes are the most important years of experience have taught them is the best.
That Company
much, not enough exercise o' rest-change your fairly well made up.
of car and year of manufacture.
habits at once, tut if you have not ab.i ed your with tlie utmost suavity that my ! Frederick Ayer, who were very large tlie advertising and make good
tools used by tlie school child and is the Sherwin-Williams Company and the {saint is known to us
stomach, and stiS suffer from contbpa. n or acid principals should pay an amount | holders of textile manufacturing chewing glim; and there was an
Local Representative Wonted
though 10 per cent of school children painters as SWP. Wouldn’t you be safe in trusting such a paint)
Stomach and other similar derangements, don t equal to twenty times tlie annual properties, came to New York to ample margin to permit the use of
have such poor vision as to need tlie
income from tlie Congo rubber ex- discuss the forming of a woolen the best ingredients.
delay take a few regulated small dose of • L
help of glasses, it is estimated that
The painter is right, as we can prove by scores
consolidation. They were men of
The management of the American
F ” ATWOOD’S Medicine. It wi.l quickly ports.
only 50 per cent have ever had tlieir
of house owners in this town. , If you want
vision, power and influence. Tlie Chicle Company was, on tlie whole,
"Impossible,” I answered flatly.
start your digestive organs to functioning prop,
BERRY & SMITH, of Bangor
vision tested, say specialists of the
triv, clear out bile and impurities, drive ml
"Impossible?” repeated the King, Guaranty Trust Co, acted as trustee. the worst of any Industrial with
your house to stay painted get SWP from us.
Department of the Interior, Bureau
SAILMAKERS
Blues and make you fit fur any task.
flashing witii a trace of irritation,, At that time Is was relatively easy which I have been familiar, consid
of Education. Laws requiring or
for royally is not accustomed to the'to obtain subscriptions for indus- ering the commanding position that
Small dose—big bottle • • cent:
Successors to
permitting such examination have
llat negative. "Mr. Flint, in a com- trial consolidations. J. B, IMorgan it occupied when organized. Instead
George W. Mugridge
been enacted by 42 States, but alcrtOnly 1 cent a dose
plex situation only small men arrive was among the first to sign, for a of paying 18% on $6,000,000 of com- AWNINGS/
TENTS,
FLAGS . ness and good judgment on the part
LF. Medicine Co., Portland, Me at tlie impossible."
| luilf-a-mllllon dollars; and the con- nion stock annually, a dividend of TEAM COVERS, SPORTING GOODS ‘ of school officials seem more needed
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
And then, shrewdly remembering solidation was formed within fifteen 8% should have been sufficient, and (
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than legislation.
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